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This is the last edltlou of the
Communications Law Bulletln (CLB) 
the offlclal publlcatlon of ACLA.
After much debate, the long-awalted
merger of ACLA and the Media Law
Association (MLA) will take effect 
of 1 January, 1988. Notice of the new
organisatlon is included with a
membership form.

The merger is a result of ACLA
and the MLA combining the skills,
expertise and membership of the res-
pectlve organlsatlons to advance and
promote knowledge and understanding of
communications and media law. As with
any merger, there are terms and condi-
tions of which our members should be

Under the terms of the merger
agreement, the MLA shall change its
name to the "Communications And Media
Law Association" (CAMLA). As of 
January, 1988, ACLA shall cease to
have or accept any members and all
members of ACLA will become members of
C~MLA upon application.

The initial Committee of the new
organlsatlon shall comprise all mem-
bers of the ACLA Executive and the
Committee of the MLA and will hold
office until the first annual general
meeting (AGM). All members of the
Committee shall retire at the AGM but
will be eligible for re-electlon. It
is intended to form specialist sub-
committees to manage CLB, organlsation
of seminars and other such functions,

It has also been decided that
membership fees of CAMLA will be on a
calendar year basis and that the fol-
lowing fees shall apply: $70.00 for
corporate members, $40.00 for individ-
uals and $20.00 for students.
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and regulating radio spectrum in the

BROADCAST EEGULATION IN TURMOIL: U.S.

~ NO~d~ ~M~IC£N K~PE~IENCE

I. "The Public Convenience,
Interest, Neceeslty" ~47 U.S.C.
s309) .....

B~oadcast regulation in the Unit-
ed States Is ia the advanced stages of
a transition so major that,It~would
have been as unforeseeable in the 70s
as putting a man on the moon would
have been in the 50s. A combination
of new technologies, different regu-
latory p~ilosophles, ~nd ideol~yhave
transformed not Just the specifics,
but the broad outlines, of broadcast
regulation in the U.S.

Today, broadcasters are caught in
the middle of a maelstrom produced by
technological competition, politics,
and the larger economics of the
marketplace. This paper attempts to
highlight some of the major shifts in
broadcast policy and discusses some of
the current "hot" issues being debated
by policymakers and industry partici-
pants. By way of further illustra-
tion, the paper also touches briefly
on the Canadian experience with broad-
cast regulation.

At present, U.S. policy on many
questions remains unsettled. This
paper will not, and cannot, canvass
the questions, let alone the answers,
exhaustively. Rather, it hopes to
suggest the scope and centrality of
the issues now being discussed.

II. Structure of O.S. Broadcast
Regulation

At the outset, it might be
instructive to outline the institu-
tions and structure of broadcast regu-
lation in the U.S. The principal
(indeed only) relevant statute is the
Communications Act of 1934 (1934 Act),
which established the Federal Communi-
cations Commission (FCC) as the sole
regulator of communications in the
U.S. The FCC’s jurisdiction is exclu-
sive and pre-empts jurisdiction of the
various states. In the U.S., the FCC
is supreme, except that state public
utility commissions can regulate
intrastate common carrier services.
The Act establishes a unified and
comprehensive system for allocating

An Independent FCC

Unlike the system in other coun-
tries, the FCC is an "independent"
regulatory commission free from
control of the executive branch. Its
five members are appointed by the
President and confirmed by the Senate;
they serve for seven years and cannot
be removed by the President. The
statue mandates bipartisanship, with
no more than three of the five commis-
sioners being from one political
party.

The extraordinary - political
sensitivity in allocating and assign-
ing spectrum for broadcasting and
other uses underlies this attempt to
guarantee independence. As well, how-
ever, Congress has historically recog-
nized that an independent expert
agency was needed to cope with the
dynamism inherent in the evolution of
the industry.

The historic insulation of the
FCC is now being eroded, in some cases
quite significantly. The Congress is
certainly taking a far more active
role in overseeing the FCC and making
broadcast policy. Even the current
President, with his tles. co the motion
picture industry, is rumoured to have
had a hand in at least one FCC pro-
ceeding.

Title III of the Communications
Act confers on the FCC plenary author-

ity to allocate non-governmental radio
spectrum to particular classes of uses
and to assign licenses to individuals
in accordance with the allocation
scheme (47 U.S.C. ss303 & 309). The

President and the executive branch
have no authority over the licensing
of radio transmitters for non-govern-
mental purposes (47 U.S.C. s305). The
rationale is to ensure the clearest
possible separation between necessary
government supervision and the free
flow of ideas that is protected under
the First Amendment of the Constitu-
tion.

One of the principal functions of
the FCC is allocating spectrum to
particular categories of use, and then
to develop a regulatory framework for
each "use" or technology. The three
major categories are broadcast, common
carrier and private services. Differ-
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ent procedures and substantive stand-

ards of regulation are applicable to

each one. The boundaries between the

categories have never been defined
with precision, either in the Communi-

cations Act or in regulation. The

lines inevitably blur.

Spectrum Allocation

New technologies are increasing

the demands on usable spectrum; obvl-

ously~ the supply is not keeping up

with those demands. The FCC is

constantly besieged with proponents of

more spectrum for "broadcasting", more
for "private radio", "mobile satel-

lite," and, most recently, "advanced

television technologies". All comers

cannot be accommodated.

It can take years, and in some

cases up to a decade, to authorlse new

services. Historically, the FCC issu-
es a rulemaklng notice that suggests

~he allocation of spectrum that it is

contemplating. It receives comments
from the public and makes its final

decision on the evidence presented.

The decisions are reviewable by

courts. All this is measured under
the "public interest" standard.

Increasingly, a restive and

ideologlcally-drlven - FCC is explor-

ing alternative methods of allocating

spectrum. The process of comparative

hearings takes a long, long time to

The merger will not only result

in broader range of activities and

information available to members of

both organlsations but also in a

"new-look" Communications Law Bulle-

tin. Next year, the CLB will be pub-

llshed on a quarterly basis and it

will have a new format (gone is that

dreadful television transmitter).

ACLA has already employed an editor to
oversee the CLB’s production and the

first issue of Volume 8 will be avail-

able in March 1988.

With the greater range of infor-

mation and material available the CLB

will be able to provide its readers

with an up-to-date and regular account

of the rapid developments in communi-

cations law in Australia and overseas.

complete. In 1982, the FCC obtained

authorlsation from Congress to award

some licences by lottery, in the cell-

ular radio service and some microwave

services, for example. These lotter-

ies, too, have not greatly expedited

the delivery of service to the public.
Consistent with the marketplace

approach that has been adopted in

recent years, the FCC has been explor-

ing allocation alternatives that .rely

on the market and profit incentive.

One example may suffice.

The Commission has been consider-

ing proposals that would re-allocate

and affect existing broadcasting spec:

trum. First, in a still-pendlng pro-
ceeding, it has proposed to re-

allocate at least two U~,F channels to

land mobile services in eight major
markets. Second, it has proposed that

licensees for ~ channels 50 through

59 would have broad flexibility to use

spectrum as they chose. A flexlbile

approach is desired, it is said, to

increase licensee discretion and serve

the market.

Broadcasters are, obviously, in

favour of the latter and opposed so

the former proposal. Flexibility in

managing spectrum is, in the latter,

delegated in some sense from the FCC

to the licensee. It is anticipated

that some of the ~hannel 50 to 59

spectrum might be available for HDTV

and broadcast auxiliary needs; for

example, the FCC believes that a lic-

ensee might be able to join with a VHF

licensee to provide one form of HDTV

service.

There are not insignificant legal

and policy ramifications by ceding

authority to allocate spectrum to

services from the government to llc-

ensees. As will be noted below, the
FCC is moving from a "public trustee-

ship" concept of regulating broadcast-

ing to a "marketplace approach". A/-

though it may be prudent, even prefer-
able, to have each licensee program i~

accordance with marketplace demands,

it is not at all clear that it is wise

to parcel off pieces of spectrum based

on the marketplace - profit incentives

- alone.

A ~ase Study: ATV

In the recently issued Advanced
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Television Systems proceeding, the

Commission is taking a longer-range
look at new advanced technologies that

use dlfferent transmission and recep-

tion methods which cannot be displayed

or decoded on existing receivers.

Some of these will have a significant

impact on existing broadcast

technology - the NTSC standard in use

in the U.S.

The Commissi6n is charged with

carefully weighing the improvements in
television quality that are possible

with ~he incident higher costs. When

it secures information on what

provements are possible, the Commis-

sion will be in a position to decide

whether adoption of some form of ATV

is in the public interest. At this

point, AIW is defined very broadly as

anything that would improve audio or

video broadcast quality: improvements

in NTSC, new transmission technolo-

gies, with the same number of scan

lines, and new technologies with a

larger number of scan lines (i.e.,

HDTV).

Leaving aside the technical

matters, the principal question facing

the FCC is how to allocate spectrum.

The issues at stake are typical of the

FCC’s 9pectrum allocation process. If
it allocates more spectrum to ATV, and

treats it as a separate service, there

will be fewer incentives to improve

existing technology. Over time, then,

it is likely that the present broad-

cast standard could fall into some
disuse; spectrum might be "wasted",

because the FCC could not readily re-

assign broadcast spectrum to other

services.

However, if it "conserves" spec-

trum and consolidates ATV with the

existing broadcast service, exciting

new technologies may be stalled - to

the detriment of the public interest.

For this reason, the FCC has already

concluded on a tentative basis that

allocating additional spectrum is

warranted.

Where is there spectrum to be
found? One possibility is the exist-

ing VHF and UHF spectrum under current

or modified technical criteria; addi-
tional spectrum could be obtained from

adjusting or eliminating the broad-

cast-to-broadcast interference stand-

ards, such as co-channel or adjacent
channel protection. Another posslbil-

ity is taking spectrum away from

other, non-broadcast services or shar-

ing with such services. Yet another,
is "finding" or creating "new" spec-

trum capacity.

Beyond spectrum allocation issues

alone, the FCC will have to address

issues of standard-setting in ATV. It

has some experience in this area, with

AM stereo, FM stereo and stereo TV.
Indeed, although the FCC prefers a

marketplace approach, AM stereo is

somewhat moribund in the U.S. precise-

ly because there is no marketplace

standard. For ATV, the FCC will need

to determine whether new AIW technolo-
gies are compatible with NTSC, or

whether the new technologies are

compatible with one another.

At the same time, the FCC may use

the ATV proceeding to begin relaxing

the mandatory NTSC standards; if vari-

ous systems are "compatible", the

reasoning might go, then the consumer

should be given the choice of which

quality of service he might prefer

(and pay for). In addition, there may

be regional needs and demands that

might reduce the requirement that the

same standard be used nationwide. So

long as the rules prevent Interfer-

ence, why not give licensees the dis-

cretion to deploy augmented spectrum

as they choose?

Regulatory Classifications: Making

Sense?

Once it allocates spectrum based

on its "public interest" calculus, the

FCC still has to decide the appropri-

ate regulatory regime for ensuring

that that spectrum is used in the

"public interest" by the licensee. In

one sense, these issues are governed

by the Communications Act, which, as

noted above, categorises services and

then sets out a legal framework for

them. (Title II of the Act governs

common carriage; Title Ill governs

broadcasting).

Beyond the skelatal outlines of

the Act, the FCC must decide what is

the appropriate regulatory regime for

the services within the category.
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More fundamentally, what is the FCC to
do regarding new or hybrid services
that do not fit neatly into a regula-
tory box?

The Communications Act defines
"broadcasting" as the dissemination of
radio (and, subsequently, television)
communication "intended to be received
by the public (47 U.S.C. s153(o)).
Some commenters have noted that
"broadcasting" had originally been
described as the scattering of seeds
in all directions. New services
DB$, STV, and MDS - do not, however,
match in every particular the criteria

of "broadcasting" as they are ~volvlng
under this statutory standard. It
might be useful to examine how the
FCC, and the courts, have treated
these new technologies.

Direct Broadcast Satellite

The history of the classification
and regulation of Direct Broadcast
Satellite (DBS) amply illustrates some
of the "fall-between-the-cracks" prob-
lems besetting the FCC. There is
little debate that DBS, in most
instances, is a broadcast service.
Indeed, the FCC has conceded as much
from the technology’s name. Direct
transmission from a satellite, to an
individual subscriber’s antenna falls
within the statutory definition.

The issue of how to regulate DBS
illustrates the inflexibility and,
perhaps, outmoded nature of that
definition, however. If DBS is
"broadcasting", then the plethora of
broadcast regulations found in Title
III (equal time, reasonable access,and
Fairness Doctrine rules, for example)
of the Act apply to a DBS programmer,
regardless of whether it is the lic-
ensee of a DBS transmission facility.
If regulated under Title III, poten-
tial DBS programmers might shy away
from the service altogether - and the
technology could be stillborn.

Of course, by contrast, program-
~ers of over-the-air broadcast tele-
vision are not licensed or subject to
any regulation whatsoever. Nor, of
course, are HBO or other programmers
that use C-bands to transmit program-
ming directly to large "backyard"
dishes, although such programming is
ostensibly aimed solely at cable oper-

ators and satellite master antenna
television operators.

Tailoring its regulatory regime
to the specifics of the technology,
the FCC had set up a three-part scheme
for DBS operations. First, a DBS llc-
ensee could choose to operate as a
common carrier, offering capacity on a
non-discriminatory basis .to any pro-
grammer. This licensee would be regu-
lated under Title II of the Act..

A DBS operator might also operate
as a conventional broadcaster. It
would control the transponder and
would select the programming, jus~
llke a regular television llce~see.
Such an operator would be subject to
Title III.

Third, the FCC developed a hybrid
category of " " ~ "customer-prpgrammer ;
this group would program all or part
of a DBS service offered by a common
carrier DBS operator. The FCC believ-
ed that Title III need not apply to
this category, unless it found that
such regulation was necessary to serve
the public interest. In any event,
the underlying carrier would be sub-
ject to regulation. By analogy, noted
the FCC, customer-programmers of MDS
have never been licensed as broadcast-
ers; DBS programmers should be treated
in the same way. Finally, because the
Act speaks of "licensees", there was,
believed the FCC, no intent to regul-
ate "mere" programmers.

On review, the U.S. Court of
Appeals for the District of Columbia
Circuit gave a narrow reading to the
definition of "broadcasting" in the
Act to conclude that the technology
must be subject to the full scope of
Title III regulation (National Ass’n
of Broadcasters v FCC, 740 F2d 1190
(D.C. Cir. 1984); U.S. Satellite
Broadcasting Co., Inc. v FCC, 740 F2d

1177 (D.C. Cir. 1984)). The courts
had already held, some 25 years
earlier, that "background music" was a
broadcast service because it was of
interest to the "general"radlo audi-
ence and that the touchstone of
"broadcasting" is the "intent" of the
broadcaster to disseminate to the
public (Functional Music, Inc. v FCC,
274 F2d 543 (D.C. Cir. 1958), cert.
denied, 361 U.S. 813 (1959)). 
court was convinced that no matter how
the technology is configured, if it



uses the airwaves to disseminate

mass-appeal programming, it is "broad-
casting". Thus, it imposed Title III
regulation on programmers - those who
have no stake in the underlying licen-
see or radio transmission facility.

The ramifications of the decision
are significant. First, of course,
DBS has never "gotten off the ground"
in the U.S. Second, ~he court ques-
tioned the framework for regulating
MDS; it held that no court had yet
passed on the validity of the regula-
tory framework for that service, and
thus the FCC’d art.emit to _regulate by

analogy was unpersuasive. Third, and
most fundamentally~ the decision seem-
ed to tie the FCC into a regulatory

stralghtJa~ket , removing much. of the
flexibillt~ that is necessary . ’ to

conflgurd regu~atlon to technological
imperatives.

Subscription Televlslonand NDS

Responding to the court’s deci-
sion, the FCC initiated a proceeding
to determine what criteria should be
used to determine whether a communica-
tions service should be treated as
"broadcasting" under the Act (In re
Subs~r!ptlon Video, Gen. Docket No.
85-305, Report.and Order (r~ida~d" Feb
17, 1987)). l~:’~pined that ~defln-

itlon of "broadcasting" is intended to
differentiate between services intend-
ed to be received by an indiscriminate
public and those intended only for
specific receive points. Examination
is had of the licensee’s specific
business practices.

Under this rublc, both subscrlp:
tion television and subscription DBS
are classified as "non-broadcast".
The consequences are significant. The
equal employment opportunity rules
will not apply and equal time and
equal opportunity provisions will not
apply.

What happened to the "customer-
programmers" at issue before the Court
of Appeals in the DBS case? The FCC
has concluded that most of those will
provide a fixed, subscription service;
hence, they will be out from under
Title III regulation. The FCC has
sidestepped ~he question of what

~urisdictlon it can or will exercise
over non-subscription customer pro-
grammers.

The FCC also has changed regula-
tory treatment of MDS to permit MDS
operators to elect classification as
either broadcasters or common carri-
ers. Before this action, all MDS sys-
tems were regulated as common carri-
ers. It was thought that because an
MDS licensee was obligated to make
non-discriminatory offerings of its
service to the public, it was critical
that MDS be designated as a common
carrier service.

MDS was, however, a unique common
carrier service in that it used broad-
cast technology to distribute multiple
addressed broadband communications.
The FCC’s reclassification action
corrected this somewhat anomalous sit-
uation and allowed subscription tele-
vision services to be treated similar-
ly, regardless of whether they are
delivered by MDS, DBS, or traditional
over-the-air broadcast technology.

Under the Commission’s revised
regulatory scheme, an MDS operator may
select common carrier status and be
treated as a non-dominant carrier, as
to which the Commission will forbear
from regulating. As such, MDS operat-
ors will not have to file tariffs for
their services; they will, however,
still be subject to Title II complaint
procedures, w~ich guard against unfair
pricing practices. Those selecting
non-common carrier status will be
regulated under Title III of the Act.

III. The Fundamental Tension: First
Amendment

The fundamental tension in U.S.
broadcast policy is the relationship
between the First Amendment and exer-
cise of the regulatory function. This

tension is played out in the factors
taken into account in the assignment

of licences, in renewal of llcences,
and in content-based regulation - the
Fairness Doctrine, the equal time rule
for political candidates, and the pro-
hibition on "indecency". At a mini-
mum, the FCC is empowered to act as a
"referee", to prevent interference and
chaos.

The FCC, in reality, does far
more than serve as a mere traffic
cop. It is charged with regulating
"in the public interest, convenience,
and necessity", a standard that is
both vague and permissive of far-
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reaching regulatory scope. And, to
the extent that the FCC is perceived
as having been unnecessarily intru-
sive, today’s policymakers - both at
the FCC and elsewhere - are strenuous-
ly trying to reduce its role.

The New Regulatory Approach: Relying
on ~el~arketplane

The traditional philosophical
approach toward broadcasters has been
that they hold their licennes as "pub-
lic trustees". This perspective has
been used to Justify FCC regulation
or, as some would say, intrusiveness
that exceeds permissible First Amend-
ment boundaries. Under the vague
"public interest" standard guiding the
Commission, the trusteeship role has
been developed: broadcasters and pro-
gramming obligations, including an
emphasis on service to the community.
Indeed, the application process itself
required a fairly onerous exercise
known as "ascertainment", which was
used by the station to determine how
best it could program to meet commun-
ity needs.

Since then, the FCC had adopted
percentage guidelines for news and
public affairs programs. Non-specific
content obligations had also been
specified in the area of children’s
television and under the Fairness
Doctrine.

The public trusteeship model was
spawned in an age of spectrum scarc-
ity. Now, however, the FCC - and many
commenters believe that the so-
called "alphabet soup" of new technol-
ogies has alleviated whatever ’scarc-

ity" had existed. Citations are made

to MDS, DBS, low-power television,
STV, cable, fixed-satelllte services,
videocassette recorders, and video-
discs. "Of course, none of these
alleviate actual spectrum scarcity
with respect to broadcasting. Rather,
they supply competitive alternatives.
With these new technologies (some of
which are yet to be seen), the view is
that there is a "marketplace" of ideas
that obviates the need to ensure that
the broadcast service alone supplies
the full range of programming to the
public.

The alleged reduction in scarcity
is justified somewhat illogically, by
the fact that there are more broadcast

outlets, by far, in the U.S. than
there are print media. As of July 31,
1987, there ware 4,888 AM stations,
3,970 FM radio stations, 459 UHF com-
mercial television stations, and 543
VHF commercial television stations.
In total, given educational? non-
commercial, and low-power stations,
there are 10,131 total radio stations
and 1,623 total television stations
currently licensed in the U.S. .Thus,
continues the argument, there is no
greater Justification for regulating
broadcasters more strenuously or
closely than there is for regulating
the print media. Because the print
media, however, are essentially un~

regulated, so, too, should be broad-
casters.

Of course, the marketplace
suggests that broadcast properties are
anything but plentiful. Most communi-
ties have only three VI{F outlets, for
example, although some UblF channels in
smaller markets do go wanting. Indi-
vidual television stations in major
markets are being sold for half a
billion dollars. The highest price
was just paid for an AM-FM combination
in Dallas: $82 million. High prices
do not necessarily mean scarcity.
Nevertheless, it is fair to say that
there is something special about
broadcast outlets despite the
attractions of the new media. And,
Just because one can b_~ a station
does not mean that the market itself
is not limited by the laws of physics.

In any event, the former chairman
of the FCC was convinced that scarcity
analTsis is misguided, if not consti-
tutionally prohibited. There is some
legal support for movement toward a
"marketplace" approach. The courts
have not made it impossible for the
FCC to adopt such an approach, given
their focus on the importance of
competition. More importantly, the
most important constitutional value in
broadcasting is the "right of the
viewers and listeners". Broadcasters
are accorded somewhat lesser status
but are also entitled to substantial
rights as "speakers" and as the
"press" under the First Amendment. A
marketplace approach, which responds
to what viewers and listeners actually
want, rather than what the FCC thinks
they should see and hear, and treats
the electronic and print media alike,
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may, therefore, pass constitutional

¯ ransltlon to a Rarketplace Regime

The FCC has moved decisively
toward a marketplace regime. In its
first stages, the FCC has done away
wlth regulation that it deems burden-
some or unnecessary.

The FCC has now "deregulated"
radio: no longer are oon-entertaln-
ment and commercial level guidelines
on the books. No longer is ascertain-

ment required for television or
radio. ,, Some responsibility to the
community is required,-but its con-
tours are unspecified. Radio station
renewals can be filed on a postcard,
In an ongoing series of "underbrush"
proceedings, the FCC has done away
with regulations as disparate as those
dealing with licensee distortion of
audience ratings, promotion of non-
broadcast business of a station,
sports announcer selections, and false
and misleading commercials.

The FCC has greatly reduced the
"character qualifications" that it
applies to applicants for broadcast
llcences. It essentially no longer
looks at non-FCC misconduct. Conduct
more than ten yea.rs old is considered
irreleCant.

The FCC’s "deregulatory" process
has h~d its full share of critics.
They note the extraordinary churn in
the broadcast market and the fact that
broadcast llcences are treated as if
they were ordinary marketplace commod-

ities. The FCC justifies its approach
by focusing on const~ner welfare and
not on the policies that bureaucrats
or Washington pollcymakers might llke
pursued. Calls for re-regulation are
resisted: the marketplace appears
robust, news programming is increased,
and new technologies are entering the
fray.

The long and the short of it
seems to be that there is little turn-
ing back from the path on which the
FCC has now embarked. Indeed, llke
much of the agenda on the plate of the
current Administration, it seems that
the policy debate has changed, if not
inalterably, for the near and medium-
term. The starting point is now not
"how should broadcasters be regulated"
but "can regulation improve on the
marketplace".

Economics at Work: Auctioning
Spectrum and the Spectrum Licence Fee

If broadcast licences are proper-
ty, ask some in Washington, then why
not charge for them? Deregulate the
marketplace and sell off a frequency
for a fee. Already broadcasters enjoy
an expectation of renewal that comes
close to a property right. In recent
years, llcences are almost always re-
newed, and the FCC has shown the
greatest reluctance to revoke a sta-
tlon’li~nce.

On~ p~oposal is to charge for
spectrum usage via a fee. The fee
could ~ charged on a percentage of a
station’s p~oflts, or it could be a
flat charge based On bandwidth. Given
the general belief that the airwaves
do belong to the publlc, perhaps a
price should he put on broadcasting -
the method of distribution.

For some time, there has been a
proposal floating around to channel
the proceeds from a spectrum fee into
public broadcasting - which is often
under fiscal, if not political,
selge. The question of financing has
long remained unsettled and politi-
cians, responsible for authorlslng
monies, have taken a hard look at a
broadcasting service that has aired
programming deemed offensive to those
in power.

Another possible use for a spec-
trum fee could cover services rendered
by the Commission in enforcement and
licensing. The FCC has, however,
recently adopted a proposal that
charges fees for each application
filed; the fees must be based on the
"value to the recipient", not on the
cost of services that inure to the
public generally (National Cable
Television Ass’n v United States, 415
U.S. 336 (1974)).

In general, the spectrum fee
concept has not met with widespread
acclaim. Broadcasters have opposed
it, hoping to win deregulatory conces-
sions at the FCC without having to pay
for them. Frequency has always been
"free", at least in a direct, monetary
- though not necessarily in a condi-
tional - sense. Furthermore, not all
broadcast properties are profitable
and would generate the revenues to pay
such a fee. Congressional opponents
of a spectrum fee .proposal have gener-
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ally charged that it would result in
giving away an important public asset.

Another "marketplace" proposal is
to use "auctions" to assign initial
llcences. Unlike the spectrum fee
proposal, there would be no "quld pro
~uo °" for auctioning off spectrum.
Rather, given the high administrative
expense and procedural hurdles posed
by the comparative licensing process,
it may make sense to assign vacant
channels to the "highest bidder".

Auctions should not be used for
existing licensees; the renewal expec-
tation would be destroyed. An auction
process also would make clear what is
now understood by the communications
bar: in reality, subsequent resale,
private bargains between applicants,
and private auctions after assignment
all mean that the llcence is, most
often, going to the deepest pocket
after all. And, of course, auctions
save money, reduce delay, and compen-
sate the public with funds from the
private sector.

IV. A Str~cturalApproach to
Regulation

One way in which the FCC "regu-
lates" the broadcast sector is struc-

tural - not content-based. That is,
if the objective is to ensure divers-
ity and competition in the market-
place, one way of doing so is to
prevent concentration and to encourage
the maximum number of outlets in a
particular community.

Historically, the FCC had barred
any entity from owning - or having
interests in - more than seven AM
stations, seven FM stations, and seven
television stations. In 1984, how-
ever, it revised the ceiling to permit
ownership of a maximum of twelve AM,
twelve FM and twelve television sta-
tions (49 Fed. Reg. 31, 877 (Aug 

1984)). Congress reacted swiftly and
negatively to this change; in res-
ponse, the Commission modified its
initial decision (49 Fed. Reg. 32 581
(Aug 15, 1984)).

Nevertheless, in December 1984,
it decided to retain the twelve-
station limit for the three broadcast-
ing services and, for television, it
adopted an additional ownership limit,
which allows entities to acquire own~

ership interests in television sta-
tions reaching a maximum of 25% of the

national audience (with some greater
audience reach possible for UHF sta-
tions).

Also in 1984, the Commission
eliminated the rules that had limited
the number of ~M, FM or television
stations that an entity could own In
a particular geographic reglon~ The
purpose of the rules had been to pro-
mote diversity of programming and
economic competition on a regional
basis. The FCC concluded, however,
that those goals could be met by the
marketplace because the increase in
media outlets had reduced the poten-
tial influence of a single broadcast-
er.

More recently, the Comtlsslon has
proposed relaxing its duopoly and
one-to-a-market rules (Amendment of
section 73.3555 of the Commission’s
Rules, the Broadcast Multiple Owner-
ship Rules, Notice of Proposed Rule-
making, MM Docket No. 87-7, 2 FCC Rcd
1139 (1987)). The duopoly rule pro-
hibits common ownership of two or more
commercial radio stations in the same
broadcast service (AM or FM) that
serve the same local area. The one-
to-a-market rule restricts common
ownership of service combinations in

the same market; thus, a person or
company can own just one commercial
AM-FM combination, or one television
station, or one daily newsaper in a
local market. Under its proposal, the
FCC would revise the duopoly rule to
allow common ownership of multiple
stations, except in situations where
the stations have very powerful over-
lapping signals. The one-to-a-market
rule would be changed to permit common
ownership of AM-UHF, FM-UHF, and AM-
FM-UHF stations serving the same local
area. The Commission also would
consider other local combinations on a
case-by-case basis.

The FCC has now come to believe
that large broadcast operations with
substantial resources can produce
programming that would otherwise never
be made. The strong public interest
in diversity is enhanced, it is said,
by fostering an environment in which
broadcast conglomerates can develop
programming over "quasi-networks".
Smaller, independent licensee station
owners can do little more than channel
network programming or buy prepackaged
programming from syndicators.
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As must be weil-knc~ to Austral-
ians, the easing of the structural

rules has led to significant chain

broadcasters: though the fate of the

Fox Television Network is still un-

certain, the FCC can point to the fact

that that enterprise might not have

been created unless the necessary

economies of scale - made possible by
the rule changes - permitted.

Current PollcyDebates

A slguificant question in ongoing
policy discussions is whether broad

deregulationof th~ broadcast industry

- as the FCC has carried out in recent

years - is cohslstent with existing

legislation and desirable as a matter

of public policy. On the one hand,

critics of recent Commission actions

believe that the FCC has eroded the
public trustee concept and has turned

broadcasting into just a money-maklng

business. Supporters of the FCC’s

actions contend that the Commission is
upholding First Amendment principles

by allowing broadcasters to operate

relatively free of government over-

sight; such an approach, they argue,

reflects the vigorous media market-

place that now exists.

~eform of the LicenslngProeess

Congress is considering compre-

hensive legislation that would dram-

atically alter the process by which

broadcasters renew their station lic-

ences. However, what was once envi-

sioned as deregulatory legislation has

become entangled in a broader policy

debate about whether the FCC has gone

too far in its reliance on market

forces to discipline broadcasters. As

a result~ Senate legislation seeks to

balance marketplace ideology with pub-

lic trustee concepts by providing

broadcasters with a greater assurance

of llcence renewal if they conform to

certain specific standards of con-

duct. The legislation, s1277, has

been criticlsed broadly, and its
chances of passage do not appear to be

particularly good.

At present, applications for re-

newal of a broadcast licence are sub-

ject to potentially broad challenges

for a wide range of conduct, including
alleged violations of FCC rules and

policies oc other co.duct not thought

to be "in the public interest". A

station also might find itself involv-

ed in a comparative hearing if there

Is a competing application filed for

its frequency.

The Senate bill seeks to give

incumbent broadcasters more protection
from challenges at renewal time. The

~nld ~ro @uo, however, is that licens-
ees conform to a standard of conduct

that Congress believes is consistent

with the concept of a "public

trustee". The bell would entitle

broadcasters to renewal of their llc-

ences if they could prove that their

service has been "meritorious". The

bill also would require that licensees

provide "meritorious" children’s pro-

grammlng. In addition, It would codi-

fy rules regarding preferences for

station applications by women and

minorities and restrictions on multi-

ple station ownership that are current

prospects for repeal by the FCC.

Finally, the bill would protect

an incumbent licensee from a compara-

tive hearing unless the incumbent

could not satisfy the "meritorious’"

service standard.

This tradeoff - stability in

ownership in exchange for what many

view as "renewed regulation" - has not

won much support. In many respects,
however, the legislation captures the

heart of the current debate about the

future of broadcasting: should it be

a business infused with a strong pub-

lic service obligation or governed by

the demands of the market?

The industry and the FCC have

criticised the "meritorious" service

standard as being too vague and as re-

quiring the FCC to return to the days

when it closely scrutinlsed a llcens-

ee’s programming in deciding whether

the licensee was "fit" to continue

operating a station.

In mid-August, the Justice

Department announced its strong oppos-

ition to the bill, which is co-spon-
sored by Sen. Daniel Inouye (D.

Hawaii), chairman of the Senate Com-

munications Subcommittee, and Sen.

Ernest Hollings (D.S.C.), chairman 

the parent Commerce Committee. The

Department said the bill was incon-

sistent with the First Amendment be-

cause of its "intrusive, content-

based" provisions. The Dep~rtment
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also said that it would recommend to

President Reagan that he veto the 5ili

if it were to win passage in the House

and the Senate. {

House Legislation, H.R. i140,

involves fewer tradeoffs and has

received broadcast industry support.

Under that legislation, an incumbent

licensee would be entitled to renewal
if it could demonstrate compliance

with FCC rules and policies. Despite

industry support, the bill’s future is

in doubt because the powerful chairman

of the House Energy and Commerce

Committee, Rep. John Dlngell (D.

Mich,), opposes its deregulatory

approach. Dingell has been a vocal

critic of the FCC’s efforts to deregu-

late broadly.

~egula~ing Trades in Broadcast

Properties

A second major area of attention

is the flood of broadcast station

sales that has developed since 1985.

Congress has proposed anti-trafficking

legislation to combat the perception

that broadcasting has become solely a
profit-maklng venture.

Under an antl-trafflcking rule

that the FCC repealed in 1982, a llc-

ensee was not permitted to sell a

broadcast licence for three years

after acquiring that llcence. Legis-

lators are seeking to re-lmpose that

holding period in the form of an

amendment to the Communications Act.

The industry has not taken a uni-

fied position on the legislation.

There appears to be significant sup-

port for the legislation in both the

House and the Senate, however~ where
there is a feeling that llcences have

become a profitable trading commodity,

rather than a commitment to serve the

public interest. The House bill is

H.R. 1187; the Senate has included an
anti-trafficking provision in s1277,

its general llcence reform legisla-

tion.
Statistics suggest that station

"flipping" - rapid buying and selling

of broadcast stations to make a profit

in the bullish broadcast market - has

become relatively commonplace. Accord-

ing to one study done by Paul Kagan

Associates, Inc.~ more than half of

the 160 television stations sold in

1986 were held for less than three

years; almost one-fourth were held for

less than two years. In 1983, just

five percent of the television sta-

tions sold were held less than three

years, but that percentage has risen

steadily in the last three years.

In addition to the large, number

of stations being bought and sold in

the last two years, many of the major

group owners of broadcast stations,

including two of the three national
networks (ABC and NBC) have c~anged

hands. The third network, CBS, fought

an expensive battle to thwart a take-
over bid by Ted Turner, and many

industry observers believe that CBS

still has not recovered from the

financial trauma of the experience.

In fact, some observers believe that

the defence that CBS adopted to fight
off Turner’s bid effectively has

changed the control of CBS. To

protect itself from Turner, CB8 turned

to a "white knight", businessman Larry

Tisch, who purhcased 25% of the CBS

stock and is now the company’s chief

executive officer and an influential

board member. Periodically, there

have been rumours that Tisch would end

up acquiring outright voting control
of CBS. A public interest group filed

a request with the FCC seeking a rul-

ing that Tiseh had in fact assumed

control of CBS. The FCC ruled, how-

ever, that CBS continued to be con-
trolled by its diverse group of public

stockholders.

In response to this active market,

the FCC adopted new policies to accom-

modate the growing market in broadcast

station mergers and acquisitions.

This accommodation drew the anger of

many congressmen and public interest

groups~ who saw it as strong evidence

that the FCC seeks to foster a trading

marketplace more than anything else.

In the Commission’s vlew, it was mere-

ly trying to bring its policies in

llne with the demands of the market

and with other federal policies, such

as the federal securities laws.

In 1985 and early 1986, a number

of broadcast companies - including CBS
- were the subjects of hostile tender

offers and proxy contests. The PCC

found itself in the middle of a diffi-

cult policy dilemma because these

corporate maneuvers required speed and

secrecy, whereas the Communications

Act required broadcast transactions



receive prior Co~niss£on approval
after completion of a tlme-consumlng
public notice and comment process.
Where there is a substantial and
material question of fact about an
applicant’s qualifications to assume
control of e broadcast property, the
FCC is required to hold a hearing to

resolve the question. Such a hearing
could take months or years - in any
case far longer than a tender offer
could be held open.

In response the FCC devised a
"twoLstep " transfer procedure to per-
mlt tender off@rs and proxy contests
tO proceed quickly without violating
the Communications Act (Tender Offers
and Proxy Contests, 59 Rad. Reg. 2d
(P&F) 1536 (1986)). Under 
procedure, a potential buyer can form
a trust into which tendered voting
stock may be placed until the FCC has
approved the buyer’s application to
assume control of the broadcasting
company being acquired. Relying on
s309(f) of the Communications Act, the
Commission decided that - without re-
quiring a minimum thlrty-day wait for
the completion of formal public notice
and comment procedures it could

grant a Special Temporary Authority
(STA) to an independent trustee
appointed to administer the trust.
This STA would permit the broadcast
company to be controlled by the trus-
tee for the period during which the
FCC was reviewing the ultimate buyer’s
application.

If the application is approved,
the trustee is permitted to transfer
the stock to the buyer and the trust
is dissolved. If the application is.
denied, the trustee is required to
seek another qualified buyer for the
stock held in trust.

Critics of this decision have
argued that it circumvents the intent
of the Communications Act by effec-
tively allowing a hostile buyer to
"get its arms" around a broadcasting
company - albeit .through an interven-
ing trust. Nonetheless, they contend,
the Commission is unlikely to "unwind"
a transaction once it has gotten as

far as the trust stage; thus, it is
said, the Commission has created a
fiction to accommodate the trading
market for broadcast stations.
According to critics, the Commission’s
"fiction" is saying that a transfer is

not a transfer; they argue that the
Commission is being disingenuous when
it says that a transfer of ownership
to a trust is something other than a
transfer to which the Communications
Act’s prior approval and publlcnotlce
and comment procedures apply.

A court challenge of this two-
step transfer procedure recently was
dismissed on the grounds that it was
not ripe for judicial review (Office
of Communication of the United Church
of Christ v FCC, No. 86-1278 (D.C.
Cir. Aug 14, 1987)). In the 2-i
decision, however, the dissenting
Judge said she would have over-turned
the "two-step" policy on the ground
that it "goes beyond [the FCC’s] stat-
utory power".

M/norltyPreferences

For many years, the FCC sought to
encourage the diversity of broadcast
programming by encouraging station
ownership by minorities and women.
Recently, however, the FCC reversed
its position completely and proposed
eliminating its various "minority
preference’" policies on the ground
that they violate the Equal Protection
Clause of the U.S. Constitution. In
the FCC’s view, the preference polic-
ies have not resulted’In more diverse
programming. The FCC’s current view
is that these policies have discrimin-
ated in favour of women and minorities
without justification.

In 1985, a three-judge panel of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
D.C. Circuit held that a Commission
decision awarding a licensing prefer-
ence on the basis of gender "r[a]n
counter to the fundamental constltu-
tional principle that race, sex, and
national origin are not valid factors
upon which to base government policy"
(Steele v FCC, 770 F2d 1192, 1199
(D.C. Cir. 1985)). After a motion 

rehearing en banc was granted,, the FCC
submitted a request that the case be
remanded to it before any further pro-
ceedings were held before the court.
The Commission submitted a brief ques-
tioning the validity’of its Preference
policies for women and minorities and
said it would institute a proceeding
to examine their continued constitu-
tionality. Accordingly, the FCC re-
leased a Notice of Inquiry in December
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1986 in which it proposed eliminating
these preference policies for women
and minorities.

These preference policies permit
applicants to gain advantages in llc-
ence lotteries or in comparative hear-
ings by demonstrating that they would
involve women or minorities in the
ownership and operation of the sta-
tion. The FCC’s .policies also have
allowed station sales to or purchase
by women and minority owners to quali-
fy for advantageous tax treatment.

In many cases, non-mlnorlty own-
ers have abused these policies to gain
station licences. In an effort to
gain a licence or some other financial
benefit, they have touted ~minorlty
involvement that ends up being either
token or fleeting. Shortly after a
llcence is awarded, the minority own-
ers and managers quietly walk away
from the station, usually with a sig-
nificant amount of additional money in
their pockets.

A number of Congressmen, together
with a range of women’s and minority
groups, have expressed outrage at the
FCC’s action and have sought legisla-
tion to nullify expected FCC action.
The Senate’s comprehensive broadcast
reform legislation, s1277, would adopt
into law the FCC’s current preferences
for women and minorities. The House
is considering slmllar leglslatlon.
Nevertheless, the FCC is expected to
act this fall on the proceeding in
which it has proposed to eliminate the
various preferences.

Fairness Doctrine

For almost four decades, the
Fairness Doctrine has been the corner-
stone of "behavioural" regulation in
the broadcasting industry. It has
required broadcasters to present
balanced coverage of controversial
issues of public importance (see 47
C.~.R. s73.1910 (1986)). For critics
of the policy, it has symbolised
broadcasting’s second class status

under the First Amendment; the Fair-
ness Doctrine, it is argued, unconsti-
tutionally invades the editorial dis-
cretion of broadcasters. For support-
ers of the policy, it has been an
essential element of the "public
trustee" scheme of regulation.

On August 4, 1987, the FCC ended
the lengthy debate of the Fairness

Doctrine by repealing it (In re
Complaint of Syracuse Peace Council,
FCC No. 87-266 (released Aug "6,
1987)). The Commission decided that
the policy was inconsistent with the
public interest because it tended to
chill broadcasters’ speech, rather
than enhance the vigorous dlscusslon
of public issues. In the FCC’s view,
the Fairness Doctrine caused broad-
casters to avoid covering public
issues for fear that their coverage
would be deemed unbalanced. Such a
finding would constitute a violation
of the FCC’s rules and could result in
the imposlt~on of penalties that, in
theory, could be as severe as the
revocation of broadcasters’ station
licence. (The FCC has erected signif-
icant procedural battlers In the way
of Fairness Doctrine complaints; these
place a very great burden on parties
trying to prove a Fairness Doctrine
violation. Most complaints fail to
meet this burden and are dismissed).

Although the FCC’s action was not
unexpected, it still provoked an up-
roar in Congress and among public
interest groups. Repeal of the Fair-
ness Doctrine was characterlsed as the
FCC’s most brazen effort to eviscerate
the "public trustee" concept embodied
in the Communications Act. Broadcast-
ers, of course, praised the FCC’s
action as vindicating their First
Amendment rights.

At present, Congress is consider-
ing re-lmposlng the Fairness Doctrine
through legislation. In June 1987,
President Reagan vetoed a bill that
would have amended the Communications
Act to include the Fairness Doctrine.
Congress is considering another codi-
fication effort, however; proponents
of the legislation would seek to
attach a new bill to other "must pass"
legislation in order to avoid another
presidential veto. The future of such
legislation is uncertain, although
there is substantial support for the
Fairness Doctrine in Congress
particularly among influential commit-
tee chairmen.

The saga of the Fairness Doe-
trine’s repeal - and its possible re-
enactment - provides a vivid illustra-
tion of the dynamics of broadcast
pollcymaking in the U.S. This debate
has involved the legislative, judici-
al, and executive branches of the
federal government in sparring with



the FCC, an "independent" administra-
tive agency.

Although the FCC has long wanted
to eliminate the Fairness Doctrine, it
was uncertain as to whether it had the
authority to do so. The FCC consider-
ed the Doctrine to be inconsistent
with its deregulatory views and has
avoided actually eliminating the Doc-
trine because of concerns that the
Doctrine had been codified (and thus
could not be repealed by the FCC) and
due to a belief that significant
support for the Fairness Doctrine in
Congress would make an FCC action
eliminating the Doctrlue unwise. It
was feared that if the FCC were to
eliminate the Fairness Doctrine
(assuming it had the power to do so),
Congress m~ght act quickly to punish
the Commission - p0ssibly through the

appropriations process or through
other legislation that would require
the Commission to re-regulate broad-
casters in a variety of ways.

There was disagreement as to
whether Congress, when it amended the

Communications Act in 1959, had actu-
ally included the Fairness Doctrine in
the statute. The language in the
statute and the legislative history
were ambiguous. Thus, the FCC was
unsure as to whether the Fairness
Doctrine. was a legielatlve mandate,
which only Congress or the courts
could change, or merely an FCC rule,
which the FCC could repeal if it found
the rule to be inconsistent with the
public interest.

In September 1986, however, a
federal court ruled that the Fairness
Doctrlne was only an FCC rule.¯
According to the court, Congress had
not codified the Fairness Doctrine in
the 1959 amendments to the Co~munlca-
tions Act (Telecommunications Research
and Action Centre v FCC, 801F.2d 501
(D.C. Cir.), pet. for rehearing 
bane denied, 806 F.2d iii (D.C. Cir.
1986), cert. denied, 55 U.S.L.W. 3821
(U.S. 1987)). Four months later, 
same court remanded a Fairness Doc-
trine case to the FCC with directions
that the agency consider the constitu-
tional arguments being made by the
broadcaster, which the FCC had found
in 1984 to have violated the Fairness
Doctrine (Meredith Corp v FCC, 809
F.2d 863 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (reviewing
the decision in response to the Fair-

hess Doctrine complaint of the Syra-
cuse Peace Council)).

As a result, the FCC found itself
i~ a difficult position. It had been
ordered by a court to consider the
constitutionality of the Fairness Doc-
trine. That same court, by finding
that the Doctrine was only an FCC
pollcy, had given the FCC an opening
to act on its conclusion that the Doc-
trine should be repealed. At the same
time, Congress had indicated its
strong support for the Fairness Doc-
trine by passing legislation that
would have codified it and by broadly
critlclslng President Reagan,s deci-
sion to veto that legislation. Presi-
dent~ Reagan, on the other hand, had
expressed his Administration’s clear
opposition to the Fairness Doctrine.

¯ When it repealed the Fairness
Doctrine, the FCC claimed that court
decisions left it no choice but to act
decisively. It remains to be seen
whether Congress, which believes that
the FCC usurped a decision that it
should have made, will respond. It is
quite possible that the courts will
have the final say on the issue. If
Congress successfully codified the
Fairness Doctrine, the court almost
certainly will be asked to rule on the
constitutionality of that legisla-
tion. At that point, there is likely
to be some judicial clarification of
the First Amendment status of broad-
casting.

Children’s Progra~aing

Regulation of children’s program-
ming is an issue that the industry
thought was dead, despite the continu-
ed efforts of one of the most outspok-
en leaders of a public interest group,
Peggy Charren, president of Action for
Children’s Television (ACT). The
issue was revived in June 1987 when a
federal appeals court decided that the
FCC had acted arbitrarily and capri-
cously in 1984 when it lifted its
"commerciallsatlon guidelines" for
children’s television The decision
returned the children’s television
debate to¯the FCC - at least for one
more round.

At issue in this dispute is ACT’s
assertion that many broadcasters are
using children’s programming as
vehicles for disguising commercials,
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rather than as an opportunity to
provide educational programming. In
ACT’s view, many children’s programs
are nothing more than "program-length
commercials". Advertisers have turned
children’s programming into a series
of advertisements for products,
according to ACT.

A major problem in the ongoing
debate about children’s programming is
whether the FCC can constitutionally
dictate the content of any progra~m-
ing, including programming for child-
ren. How dan the government draw a
line between something that is "com-
mercial" and something that is "educa-

tional" without having to make editor-
ial decisions? Nonetheless, there
continues to be significant concern
about the perceived "overco--.erclalis-
ation" of children’s programming.
Senate legislation would require
broadcasters to provide at least seven
hours per week of educational child-
ren’s programming. It also would
require the FCC to launch an inquiry
into program-length commercials.

The FCC originally regulated
children’s programming on the theory
that the market did not adequately
protect children from commercial
exploitation. In 1984, however, the
FCC decided that deregulating child-
ren’s television would be consistent
w~th its overall change in regulatory
philosophy.

Although there is legislation in
the Senate on the children’s televi-
sion issue, it does not appear to have
a high priority. Things could change,
however, for a number of reasons.
House hearings on the topic are sched-
uled for this fall, and there is some
feeling that children’s television is
one of the issues that Congress will
pick up on in an effort to punish the

FCC for eliminating the Fairness Doc-
trine. Children’s television stand-
ards could be included in s1277. They
also might be attached to other legis-
lation, such as an appropriation bill,
in an effort to force them into law.

Indecent Broadcasts

The recent rise of what is kno~rn
in the U.S. as "blue" or "shock" radio
has caused the FCC to involve itself
in a controversial effort to regulate
allegedly "indecent" broadcasting. In

general, the courts have held that the
First Amendment prevents the govern-
ment from regulating speech unless the
regulation will serve a compelling
governmental interest. The FCC has
argued that it can regulate indecent
broadcast speech because of the
government’s strong interest In pro-
tecting children from indecency. The
FCC also has pointed to the uniquely
pervasive nature of broadcasting; be-
cause listeners may not be able to
avoid hearing indecent broadcast
speech as they tune in their radios
and televisions, it is argued, the
government should be able to protect
them from an unwanted "verbal
assault".

The FCC has proceeded under the
authority of-a federal statute that
crimlnalises the broadcasting of
"obscene, indecent, or profane langu-
age" (~8 U.S.C. s1464). The Commis-
sion also has relied upon a 1978
Supreme Court decision that upheld an
FCC decision finding that a broadcast-
er had aired "indecent" speech
(Paclflca case). That case involved
the broadcast of a monologue by comed-
ian George Carlin in which he satir-
ized the "Seven Dirty Words" that
could not be said on radio or tele-
vision programs.

Until recently, however, the
Commission has tended to avoid getting
involved in cases alleglng the airing
of obscene or indecent speech. It
generally has viewed the Paclfica case
as being limited to its facts
instances in which some or all of the
seven words used in the Carlln mono-
logue are repeated incessantly. Such
"verbal shock treatment" was given a
special, although not prominent, place
in the FCC’s regulatory lore.

In general, the FCC has left the

task of prosecuting cases Involving
allegedly indecent or obscene speech
to the Justice Department (under s1464
of the federal criminal code) or to
local prosecutors (under state or
local obscenity or indecency laws).
The FCC would take account of any con-
victions for broadcasting obscene or
indecent speech in considering a llc-
ensee’s qualification to continue to
hold a broadcast licence.

This policy of agency restraint,
the FCC contended, was consistent with
hn important aspect of First Amendment



jurisprudence: namely, that courts

are. the proper fora in which to

determine whether particular speech is

obscene or indecent. Is this way, the

FCC avoided becoming enmeshed in try-
ing to decide what speech was consltu-

tlonally protected. Such Interpreta-

tion of the constitution was the

province of the courts, not of an

administrative agency.

In April, 1987, however, the

Commission altered its position

abruptly and announced that, in the

futnre, it would vigorously enforce

the f4deral prohibitions on obscene or
indecent broadcasting (Public Notice

No. 87-153 (released April 29,

1987)). The Commission decided that
it would henceforth use the generic

"definition" of indecent broadcast

speech that had been used in the orig-
inal Pacifica decision and that the

Supreme Cou~t did not overturn:

"language that describes, in terms

patently offensive as measured by

contemporary community standards for

the broadcast medium, sexual or excre-
tory activities and organs, at times

of day when there is a reasonable risk

that children may be in the audience".

The FCC’s decision has been the

subject of broad criticism, requests

for reconsideration by a l~rge group

of broadcasters, and an appeal to the

federal courts. The future of the
policy is far from clear; it has not

yet been applied to another broadcast-

er.

Proponents of the FCC’s action
contend that it is long overdue and is

a vital part of the FCC’s statutory
obligation to ensure that broadcasters

operate in the "public interest".

Critics contend that the FCC’s

decision involves it in a very sensi-

tive area of constitutional law and

requires the FCC to make judgments

that amount to unconstitutional

censorship. They also assert that the

Commission’s legal rationale for regu-

lating is very flimsy.

First, critics say, the Commis-

sion has neither provided a precise

definition of what "patently ~ offen-

sive" offensive means nor established

a mechanism to determine the "contemp-

orary community standards" by which

such patent offensiveness is to be

measured. In its April 1987 deci-

sions, the Commission simply asserted

its conclusion that the broadcasts be-

ing complained of violated the enunci-

ated definition; it was as if the com-
munity standard of patent offensive-

ness existed as an objective measure.

Moreover, the Commission has said

that indecency need not be judged by

local mores; it can be determined in
light of some national standard

(which is not defined). This approach
conflicts with the Supreme Court’s

mandate in the obscenity area, which
requires obscenity to be considered in

light of local sensitivities. It is

difficult to understand - without the
benefit of an explanation from the FCC

- why indecency is any less of a sub-

Jective issue.

Finally, the Commission has said

that speech may be indecent even if it

has "literary, artistic, political, or

scientific value". In the Obscenity

area, the Supreme Court has held that

speech must be totally without such

value to be considered obscene. Once

again, the basis for the Commission’s

reasoning is not apparent. The

Commission has contended simply that

indecent and obscene speech - particu-

larly when the federally regulated

airwaves are involved - are not to be

Judged by the same standards. Al-

though this conclusion may have merit,

there is little evidence being offered

to support it.

It remains to be seen whether the

FCC really will take an active role in

deciding what speech can and cannot be

carried by broadcasters. Such an

activity is inconsistent with the
FCC’s general advocacy of deregula-

tion: under such a marketplace

approach, listeners would prevent

broadcasters from carrying undesirable
speech by tuning out and thereby

expressing their economic disapproval

of particular programs.

VI Broadcasting in Canada:
Legal and Policy Issues

Despite its physical and apparent

cultural proximity to the United

States, Canada faces very different

issues of law and policy in structur-

ing its broadcasting market. U.S.

developments affect these issues,

because U.S. programming is popular in

Canada and program delivery mechanisms

make transborder transmissions rela-
tively simple. However, Canadian

broadcasting faces a national agenda



of issues that are related, although
not parallel, to developments in the
U.S.

The character of Canadian broad-
casting has developed to a large
degree in response to two geographical
phenomena - Canada’s large landmass
and widely scattered population and
its nearness to the U.S.

First, Canada has had to select a
market system that It believed would
reach its wide dispersed population.
Canadian policymakers have adopted a
European model of public broadcasting,
rather than a U.8. model of commercial
networks, to ensure that all Canadians
receive adequate broadcasting servic-
es. Thus, Canada established a public
broadcasting network, the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation (the CBC).

In addition, Canada has had to
foster national programming - and its
associated cultural and national
values - in the face of stiff competi-
tion from readily accessible U.S. pro-
grams. From the early years of broad-
casting, U.S. signals have been viewed
throughout Canada’s populous southern
border. More recenlty, with the
advent of satellite and cable technol-
ogy, the competition between U.S. and
Canadian programs has intensified and
spread; U.S. programs are routinely
retransmltted throughout Canada.
Canadian programmers have been, and
continue to be, at a competitive dis-
advantage due to the large broadcast-
ing market in the U.S. that enables
their U.S. counterparts to produce
more expensive and - frequently - more
popular programming. To assist Canad-
ian programmers in competing with
U.S. broadcasts, Canadian policymakers
have required that all delivery media
carry at least specified amounts of
Canadian programming.

The twin policy concerns of a
public national network and preserva-
tion of Canadian programming were in-
corporated into Canada’s 1968 Broad-
casting Act. However, the issues that
these objectives raise are far from
settled.

A. Regulatory Structure

Federal governmental entities, as
well as the provincial governments,
have authority to address broadcasting
issues in Canada. The dominant actor
is the Canadian Redid-televlsion and

Telecommunicat[ons Commission (the
CRTC). Established as an independent
regulatory body, the CRTC (originally
the Candian Radio-Television Commis-
sion) is charged with imposing licens-
ing requ;rements and regulating broad-
casters. Since its inception, the
CRTC’s authority has been expanded to
meet demands created by technological
advancements. Fo~ example, in 1976,
recognlslng the integrated nature of
telecommunications and broadcasting,
the government enlarged the CRTC’s
mandate to include telecommunications
regulation (adding the word "tele-
communications" to its title).

The CRTC is an independent
agency; however, it is subject to
oversight and other controls by the
federal government, primarily through
the actions of the Cabinet and the
Minister of Communications, who acts
through the Department of Communica-
tions (the DOC). CRTC members are
government appointees, and the agency
is subject to federal budgeting pro-
cesses. In addition, the Cabinet has
the power to set aside or refer back
CRTC decisions - either on its own
initiative or upon request. In pro-
ceedings before the Cabinet, the
Minister of Communications advises the
Cabinet. The DOC also plays a role in
formulating national policies that, of
course, affect the CRTC and in over-

seeing technical issues, such as spec-
trum allocation. Finally, the govern-
ment can introduce legislation in the
Parliament that will affect the CRTC
and broadcast policies generally.

The Parliament also can affect
national broadcasting policy by a
method of "direction by inquiry".
Parliamentary inquiries into specific
broadcasting issues often act as cata-
lysts for policy and regulatory chang-
es. An example of "direction by
inquiry" is the 1986 Report of the
Task Force on Broadcasting Policy,

" co-chalred by Gerald L. Caplan and
Florian Sauvageau, (the "Caplan-
Sauvageau Report"); it recommended,
inter alia, adoption of a new broad-
casting act.

As provincial broadcasters grow
in importance, the role of provincial
governments in broadcast regulation
also has expanded. Traditionally,
education is within the jurisdiction

of individual provincial governments.
With the development of local broad-
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cast stations, provincial governments
increasingly have exercised their
authority in this area. They have
sought to pursue educational progran~-
lag and other related objectives.

Not surprisingly, these various
authorities often become entangled in
Ju~isdlctional conflicts. For
example, the CRTC,and provincial auth-
orltles disagree over the definition
of "educational broadcasting" and
whether provincial broadcasting should
be within the sole jurisdiction of the
federal~ageacy~ At the federal level
alone, ~, the D0C and the CRTC have
clashed over new technologies. Given
its statutory mandate to provide an
essentlally "Canadian" broadcasting
system, the CRTC has given priority to
Canadlan broadcasters and programm-
ing. The DOC, by contrast, has advo-
cated more rapid development of new
technologies , such as satellite and
electronic print services.

B. Current Issues in Broa~castlng

New Technologies

An issue of continuing importance
in the Caudlan broadcasting industry
is grappling with technologies that
thfeatento circumvent regulatory con-
trols aimed at preventing an "Ameri-
canization" of the Canadian airwaves.
If, for example, the CRTC had not
stretched the Broadcasting Act to in-
elude authority over cable systems,
satelllte-delivered cable programming
could have supplied Canadians with
vast quantities of U.S. programming
free of Canadian content restric-
tions. Because there typically is
just one cable system in a communlty,
this arrangement might have deprived
many localities of cable-dellvered
Canadian programming.

Although the CRTC managed to
bring cable systems within its juris-
diction, definitional issues continue
to plague the CRTC and other regula-
tory entities seeking to determine
their authority over newer delivery
systems. With the advent of satellite
and cable technology, Canada needs
workable definitions for new services,
so that future services can enter the
market without disrupting Canada’s
long-standing policy goals.

As noted by the Caplan-Sauvageau
Report, the Broadcasting Act and the
Radio Act do not presently covet all
available broadcasting technologies.
Both acts define broadcasting as
transmissions that are intended for
"direct reception by the general pub-
lic", This definition appears to
exclude program services, such as STV.

The Caplan-Sauvageau Report,
therefore, recommended amending the
Broadcasting Act to bring all forms of
transmlsslon, distribution, and recep-
tlon clearly within its scope.

Another fundamental definitional
issue Involves the abillty of the
Broadcasting Act to extend to new
dellvery systems. A/though the Broad-
casting Act has been interpreted to
include cable systems in their capac-
ity as "broadcast receiving undertak-
ings", new systems such as satellite-
delivered cable networks could stretch
the Broadcasting Act well beyond its
intended scope.

To date, Canada, like the U.S.,
has attempted to work within the
confines of existing legislation,
rather than adopt an entire new legis-
lative scheme. New issues have been
addressed through both aggressive
interpretations of existing laws and
new regu~l~t-~ry provisions. For ex~m--

ple, the CRTC addressed a number of
definitional issues in new cable tele-
vision regulations that" it issued in
August 1986. The CRTC’s definitional
approach is evident in the agency’s
distinction between such new technolo-
gies as alphanumeric and other elec-
tronic text services and other types
of video transmissions. The distinc-
tion enables the CRTC to apply differ-
ent regulatory schemes to video and
textual services, saving alphanumeric
service providers from having to
comply with cable regulations drafted
to regulate video programming content.

~tnorlty Broadcasting

Provldlng access to broadcasting
media for native peoples has presented
Canadian policymakers with problems.
Originally they focused on ensuring
that native peoples living in isolated
rural areas received broadcast servic-
es. Satellite television helped solve
this problem; however, it created
another problem. Satellite television
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brought with it easily delivered non-
aboriginal culture - in the form of
Canadian and U.S. programming. With-
out local native programming to bal-
ance the influence of these programs,
aboriginal groups saw their language
and culture gradually being eroded by
satellite services.

In response, Canadian policy-
makers have shifted their focus to
providing native communities with a

¯ mechanism tO participate in the pro-
gram delivery system. The CRTC
launched a program,to create an abor-
igi~al satellite television network
(Inuit) and a satellite radio network
for the Yukon and Dene Indian groups.
Since its inception, this program has
grown to the point- where it now
produces and transn~its regular local
television, and radio programming in
several native languages.

Despite this progress, unresolved
issues remain. A number of small
aboriginal groups still do not enjoy
access to the program delivery sys-
tem. Can CBC afford to provide access
for even these small groups? And,
what portion of CBC’s programming
should be allotted to native pro-
grams? Even in the Northern Territor-

les, native groups are often in a

distinct mlnorlty~ :-Should they
receive air time at the expense of
other ethnic groups? Perhaps, the CBC
could establish an aboriginal language
service, Just as it established
English and French services.

Private Stations

Although it has relied primarily
on the CBC to provide programming to
its disparate population (through

CBC-owned stations and affiliates),
Canada has managed to encourage priv-
ate broadcasters to provide signifi-
cant amounts of service. Presently,
privately owned television stations
attract more than half of the coun-
try’s English and French-language
viewing. (Some of these private sta-
tions are CBC affiliates and carry
both CBC and independently produced
programming; others are not affiliated
with the CBC).

The major policy issues raised by
private stations derive from the
conflict created by the stations’ need
to carry popular programming (typic-

ally U.S. programming) while also
satisfying Canadian national content
requirements. The CRTC has had to
balance these commercial and cultural
interests. However, the balancing
process has itself created problems.

In its efforts to ensure that
private broadcasters carry a minimum
percentage of Canadian programming,
the agency has been accused of failing
to promote high quality, as opposed to
mediocre, programming. Some critics
assert that satisfying the carriage
requirements by ",substituting.- poor
quality Canadlan:progra--~ing for qual-
ity foreign programs is not beneficial
overall.":First, the total mix of pro-
grammlng is of a lower standard.
Second, because poor quality Canadian
programming can be used to satisfy the
regulations,. Canadian programmers can
avoid having to develop higher quality
programming to be competitive. If
Canadian programs were not protected
from having to compete with U.S.
imports, it is argued, Canadian pro-
grammers might face a more urgent need
to raise .the level of their produc-
tions.

Copyright & Cable

Atpresent, Can~da’.s sixty’year-
old Copyright Act d0e~ not deal effec-
tively with modern broadcasting tech-
nologies. Consequently, in May 1987,
the government introduced legislation
to amend the Copyright Act. This
legislation, as well as other proposed
changes in Canadian copyright law,
would affect both broadcasters and
cable system operators.

One particularly significant pro-
posed amendment would give program
creators (or other copyright holders)
the right to control the retransmis-
slon (such as via a cable system) 
their copyrighted programs (~ouse of
Commons, Standing Committee on Com-
munications and Culture, A Charter of
Rights for Creators: Report of the
Sub-Commlttee on the Revision of Copy-
right (1985)). This proposal also
would extend to foreign works, consis-
tent with Canada’s obligations as a
signatory to international copyright
conventions.

A new retransmission right could
have an adverse economic impact on
cable television system operators.
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Expanded copyright protections such as
the right to control the retransml-
salon of works could increase program-
mine costs for cable operators.
Presently, cable systems deliver
foreign and domestic programming to
their subscribers without paying
royalties to the owners of the copy-
right in the programs being retrans-
mltted. (Copyright holders receive
payments in the first instance, when
they sell the rights for the original
transmission of their works - usually
to broadcasters). If changes in the
copyright law were to cause cable sys-
temsto pay a royalty for each program
that they carried, the systems and,
nltlmately, their subscribers, would
haveto bear the additional expenses.

As it did in the UoSo, the re-
transm~sslon issue in Canada involves
a complex mix of social and economic
considerations. On the one hand, it
is recognlsed that program creators
have a right to be compensated for the
commercial use of their works. On the
other hand~ there is concern about the
effect on viewers and distribution
media (such as cable systems) 
imposing additional significant copy-
right fees. The problem is especially
dellcate in Canada because it Involves
a substantlal foreign relatlons and
traae’"d0mponent: U.S. program creat-
ors also want compensation for the re-

transmission of their works, and the
popularity of U.S. programming in
Canada would require Canadian cable
operators to make substantial payments
to U.S. programmers. The outflow
would contribute to Canada’s current
status as a net importer of cultural
products.
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A PROJECT APPROAC~ TO A ~
~OHHUN~CATIOH$

The views in this talk are purely
personal ones, and in no way attribut-
able to any organisatlon such as the
Broadcasting Tribunal.

There has already been much dis-
cussion of the serious problems which
have arisen in communications law in
the last few years. There is no dls-
pute that these problems call for re-
form of the law. The most important
issues are about how to reform, not
whether. The conventional approach to
such a prgject is to work from prob-
lems to solutions. This short talk
follows the opposite approach.

What Kind of Reform?

People will never agree on what
our communications laws should say, on
what the rules should he. There are
natural and healthy differences be-
tween different constitutencles, such
as: existing operators vs. new
challengers; mature vs. youthful tech-
nologies; commercial vs. government
funding; local vs. international
services. We usually see these
differences, and others, as negative.
Ifis better to see them as part of
the diversity which gives our system
the opportunity to develop and grow.

People can agree about how our
communications should lay down the
rules. This contrasts with the dis-
agreement about what the rules should
be. They can agree about the ’carri-
age’ of communications laws but not
about their ’content’ In public and
private discussions over the last few
years there has been clear agreement
about th~ need for reform, and about
the broad direction which the reform
should take. The result is that there
is a clear path to reform of the laws,
provided it skirts around disagree-
ments about content. Luckily, the
worst problems are about the ’carri-
age’ of the laws, their form and
content.

A more serious problem is the
difficulty of promoting reform which
does not relate to the content of the
law. A~II governments are reluctant to

face the legislative obstacle course
unless there will be some tangible
benefit to show at the end. It is not
easy ~o show in concrete terms how any
particular person, licensee, will
benefit from revision of the structure
or form of communications laws.

The benefits are most easily des-
cribed in abstract terms like simplic-
ity, efficient administration,, and
removal of jurisdictional obstacles.
Lawyers and declslon-makers may know
the enormous heneflts to the community
of laws which are better written, but
those benefits are not easily turned
into concrete examples or tangible
political objectives.

The Hierarchy of Legisla~ion

At the constltutlonal level, we
have a very fortunate situation. Al-
though the words of sSl(v) of the
constitution were written in the last
century, their history shows that it
was no accident that the words "or
other llke services" were added at the
end of the reference to ’telegraphic
and telephonic’ services. No other
section of the constitution carries
with it such a built-in reminder of
the need to allow for new technology.
The High Court in R v Brlslan (1935),
Jones (1965), and the Herald & Weekly
Times case (1966) left little doubt
about Commonwealth power in any area
of communications for which law reform
is proposed.

The Trade and National Economic
Management Committee of the Constitu-
tional Commission has just surveyed
this power in its June 1987 report.
Although the Committee did not point
to any outstanding deficiencies, it is
nevertheless recommended that s51(v)
be amended to take account not only of
all existing forms of communication ,
(including television, broadcast, and
other like media) but also of new,
projected, and even unforeseen devel-
opments in all fields of communication
(p46). Against this, it can he argued
that sSl(v) serves all the purposes
indicated by the Committee. The only
redrafting would appear to be to re-
placement of ’telegraphic’ with a more
modern expression. Such a stylistic
gain would be small compared with the
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Pandora’s box which might be opened if
any change were made. When a section

of the constltuclon Is not broken,
would prefer not to fix it.

The legacy of a clear national
constitutional power in a federal sys-
tem is a very fortunate one. Anyone
who doubts this might llke to study
the division of legislative powers
over broadcast communications which
operates in the Federal. Republic of
Germany, or cable communications in
the United States.

The next tier of legislation
after ~ the grant of constitutional
power is a Bill of Rights. Much of
the Complexity of US communications
law flows from the First Amendment.
Many laymen, and a few lawyers, see
Bills of Rights as instruments for
directly increasing the rights which
the citizen enjoys in practice. Would
that such a simple solution were poss-
ible! In Australia a Bill of Rights
might or might not improve the posi-
tion of the citizen; but it most
certainly would effect a transfer of
decislon-making power from the parlia-
ment to the courts. In other words,
the bench would take over more of the
decisions which the citizen Influences
through the ballot box.

In an era when government policy
favours conduct of public communica-
tions services by privately-owned
corporations, it should be remembered
that Bills of Rights generally offer
protection only against public power,
not private power. Such a Bill could
in the long run discriminate against
public bodies. A more effective place
to recognlse freedom of speech is In
the Com~unlcations Act itself.

The third tier of legislation
consists of statutes enacted by the
Parliament. It is here that nearly
all our current problems lle, includ-
ing the overlapping and underlapping
jurisdictions and terminologies of a
number of Acts. The main Acts con-
cerned are:

Australian Broadcasting
Corporation Act, 1983

Broadcasting Act, 1942

Overseas Telecommunications Act,
1946

Postal Services Act, 1975

Radio Llcence Fees Act, 1964

¯ ’Radlocommunlcations Act, 1983

Satellite Communications Act,
1984

Telecommunications Act, 1975

Telecommunications (Interception)
At__t, 1979

Television Licence Fees Act, 1964

All should be united into one
document, which can in turn be dlvlded
into separate parts or chapters. The
exceptions are the Liceuce Fees Acts
(although both could conveniently be
merged into one) and the Postal
Services Act. Postal services are now
using more electronic transmission,
and they have a considerable economic
connection with electronic communlca-
tions services.

There should be one set of common
definitions in the new Act, and common
provisions for all the ’housekeeping’
matters llke service of documents and
conduct of hearings. There should be
one package of licences to cover all
communications services. At present
we have a multitude of different ways
for perm/ssion to be given. These in-
clude llcences bearing various titles,
including warrants, permits and auth-
orities. To each different form of
licence attaches a different method of
grant and a different regulatory
regime. Other examples of unnecessary
differences in terminology and detail
could be given by most lawyers who
work in thlsarea.

Delegated Legislation

The fourth tier of legislation is
that delegated by Parliament to the
Governor-General or other authorities
to make. There is much detail in the
Acts mentioned earlier which one would
expect to appear in delegated legisla-
tion, and not in a document as import-
ant as an Act of Parliament. There
are many reasons for failure to use
delegated legislation. One is a con-
cern that the Senate Standing Commit-
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tee on Regulations and Ordinances may

take the view that delegated legisla-
tion unduly trespasses on individual
rights and liberties, or otherwise in-
fringes the standards applied by the
Committee. Another reason is the com-
plex path draft regulations must take
before being made by the Governor-
General. This leads some to believe
that it is just as easy to include the
material in question in an Act of
Parliament itself, despite the result-
ing congestion of parliamentary pro-
cess and cluttering of the statute
book.

~ne .difficulties are sometimes
exaggerated. It should not be assumed
that there would be objections from
the Senate Committee or administrative
delays if there was a fully considered
and explained scheme of communications
regulations and rules to replace the
host of orders, by-laws, standards and
other instruments which exist at
present. Indeed, there could be in-
creased opportunity to protect indi-
vidual liberties if the role of the
delegated legislation was defined to
ensure that rights and principles were
affected by Acts alone. Furthermore,
some subordinate legislation which
does not come before the Parliament
could be subjected to tabling require-
ments, thus increasing the range of
scrutiny.

It is not necessary that there
should be one, unified set of regula-
tions and rules. It is at the detail-
ed, subordinate level that the differ-
ent requirements of postal services,
cellular radio, test broadcast trans-
missions or whatever subject-matter
should be allowed for. The existence
of a single Act, from which all sub-
ordinate legislation flowed, should be
a sufficient unifying factor.

The Foolish Testator

There is another method for
handling detail, which is used by
every capable manager and administrat-
or in the country. That is to leave
it out altogether. The unnecessary
inclusion of detail (which dates more
quickly than statements of principle)
is one of the greatest difficulties
which the current Acts present.
Detailed amendments generate a need

for further detailed amendments, some-
times within a year or two. They also
convert a question of administration
of principle into a question of legal
interpretation. In recent years those
who make decisions about communica-
tions in the public and private
sectors have been spending less time
looking for the best solution to the
problems; and more time sitting, with
lawyers asking what is the correct
interpretation of the relevant law.

If the relevant Act did contain
built-ln solutlons to future problems,
the substitution of legal interpreta-
tion for declslon-maklng would not be
so serious. However, the process of
legal interpretation is no substitute
for a wise decision about the kind of
communications service which should be
given to a community, who should pro-
vide that service, or how. It is
based on textual analysis, not on
administrative problem-solving. The
communications laws increasingly re-
semble the product of a foolish
testator who rejects the advice of his
or her lawyer that it is impossible to
rule the family from beyond the
grave. The result is a long and
complicated will which tries to govern
the finances, residence, education,
religion and lifestyle of the grand-
children.

Objects of the Act

The Communications Act should
begin with a statement of objectives.
There are already statements in the
Telecnm Act and the ABC Act, but not
in the Radiocommunications Act or the
Broadcasting Act. Just as detailed
prescription is dangerous in communi-
cations laws, so are broad statements
of objectives important. It is poss-
ible to be clear about the functional
objectives we require from the com-
munications system without being
limited by details of the technology.
Furthermore, a statement of objectives
can help to integrate the different
components of legislation and aid
legal interpretation through the
ever-lncreasing communications litiga-
tion in the federal courts. The
objects expressed in the Act should
cover the following areas:
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Statement of the services to be

p._~vlded to the community, in-
cluding the material now contaln-
ed in s6(1) of the Telecom Act
and s6 of the ABC Ac______~t.

Encouragement of .complementary,
integrated services. The need
for integration has been recog-
nised only recently, but can now
be seen as urgent.

Encouragement of Australian
i~dustr 7 and culture. Again, the
critical importance of encourag-
ing. industry in communications
planning, hardware and software
has been publicly recognised only
recently. There are many deci-
sions on the large end small
scale which should be made with
express regard to this objec-
tive. The need to encourage
Australian culture has received
piecemeal recognition in earlier
broadcasting legislation. It
should be recognised as an over-
all objective, not as a point
mentioned in some contexts but
not in others.

Recognition of freedom of
speech. The advantages of. recog-
nising this freedom as something
to be taken into account in
interpreting and applying com-
munications laws are beyond
dispute.

The Public Gatekeepers

The government exercises its
control over communications through a
ramshackle structure of powers and
rights, ranging from holding shares in
AUSSAT, approving Telecom rentals and
charges, directly granting radiocom-
munications llcences, and making plans
for broadcasting after consultation.
There are some inconsistencies. For
example, even minor broadcasting llc-
ences are issued by an independent
tribunal after public inquiry; but
more valuable radiocommunications
llcences are issued by the Minister
without an express obligation to hear
the applicant.

The government should continue to
have the power and responsibility for

overall planning and spectrum alloca-
tion. That is part of national econ-
omi c planning, and it is not something
which lends itself to a process of
hearing in particular cases. In the
United States this planning is carried
out by the FCC, but that occurs in a
very different constitutional system
where separate agencies must perform
the work of the Australian govern-
ments.

Decisions about individual com-
munications llcences, permits, author-
ities or warrants are less appropriate
for government. There is a legitimate
concern for democratic principles when
the elected government disburses
rights on which communications media
depend. There are very few democratic
countries which allow such proximity
between governments and communications
media. Furthermore, governments are
rarely equipped with time or resources
to offer a form of hearing, oral or
written. Yet basic fairness requires
a form of hearing where the prize is a
valuable one, particularly if there

¯ are competing applicants. Lastly,
modern administrative law is increas-
ingly demanding a hearing process
before decisions affecting individual
rights are made, as well as allowing
individual decisions to be challenged
in the courts.

It is not even the short-term
interest of government to devote re-
sources to conduct a hearing process
or defend administrative decisions.
Defences are likely to include exten-
sive litigation and replies to fre-
quent public criticism from dis-
appointed applicants. They will need
to increase under the current Acts as
the values of communications services
affected by ministerial decisions in-
crease. Everyone would like to be
Santa Claus, but only if there are
enough presents for all the children.

The detailed implementation of
government plans should be carried out
by an independent body which can pro-

vide a hearing process allowing all
contenders to have their say in indi-
vidual cases. For the sake of discus-
sion, this body can be called the
"Communications Authority". It would
carry out the licensing and regulatory
tasks now performed by the Minister
under the Radiocommunicatlons Act, by
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Telecom under its Act, and by the
Broadcasting Tribunal under its Act.
There are similar discretions in some
of the other Acts already mentioned.

The Telecom Act role could be
expected to expand as current govern-
ment plans to allow bodies other than
Telecom itself to provide telecommuni-
cations services are implemented. The
Davidson Report outllnes a number of
regulatory- roles to be performed.
Some reasons for having all the lic-
ences, authorities, warrants and
slmllar rights issued by the one body
have already been stated. Furthermore
the old distinction between broadcast-
ing and other telecommunications
services is rapidly disappearing.
There is no reason for providing
super-abundant natural Justice and
public p~ocess to broadcast licensees,
but almost" none to contenders for
equally valuable non-broadcast
services.

This is not a proposal for a "Big
Brother" organlsation or for the
creation of any new powers. Rather,
it is a proposal to co-ordlnate most
existing licensing and regulatory
powers currently exercised by the
Minister or in his name, and then to
limit them by basic hearing and pub-.
llcity requirements. The major powers
of the Minister to control communica-
tions planning would not be removed or
changed.

This re-allocation of existing
powers would allow more flexibility in
administration than exists at
present. For example, it would allow
a single State office of the communi-
cations authority to deal with the
full range of licensing and regulatory
matters. At present, there are separ-
ate offices of the Department of Com-
munications and Broadcasting Tribunal,
with others requiring to be establish-
ed if an authority is established
along the lines of Oftel in the Unit-
ed Kingdom. With a distinction estab-
lished between the ministerial plan-
ning/policy role on the one hand and
independent llcensing/administratlon
role on the other hand, it would be
easier to provide expert staff closer
to where the services are provided.

How would the communications
authority work? Firstly, by whatever
means its administrators find most

efficient within normal legal require-
ments, and not according to some un-
realistic syllabus lald down in an Act
of parliament. There is an obvious
need to guarantee those affected by
the authority a fair hearlng~ One
requirement is to know what the prac-
tical, detailed rules are. Apart from
the basic requirements lald down in
the Act and some regulations as men-
tioned earlier, the existing clutter
of Radlocom Act standards, Telecom
by-laws, Tribunal program standards,
broadcasting Inquiry regulations and
similar documents should be replaced
by one set of subordinate legislation
made by the authority. The rules
should be capable of alteration after
public notification of a draft, with
the opportunity for comment. The pro-
cedure for Standards under the Radio-
tom Act is a good starting point.
Subordinate legislation should be in
two categories: the main body of
rules made by the communications auth-
ority; and a smaller body of regula-
tions made by the government and issu-
ed by the Governor-General.

For decisions in particular
cases, there is no alternative to a
form of public inquiry through which
those affected can be heard in full.
The hearing can take place in writing
or orally, depending on the circum-
stances. The authority should be free
to apply the appropriate level of
hearing to the particular case. Many
applications could be decided on a
postcard basis. Particularly complex
or important hearings should take
place orally, with the opportunity to
challenge opposing evidence.

The ’party vs. party’ model copi-
ed from the courts should be applied
only where there is a genuine contest
between opposing interests. There are
no parties in the true sense involved
in most decisions about communications
llcences. There is only an applicant
and a decislon-maker. Large sums have
been wasted trying to convert process-
es which are really administrative
into a kind of second-rate litigious
shadow boxing, in which the applicant
spars with nobody, or only the refer-
ee.

These points about legislation
relate to gatekeepers or regulators.
What of the licensees of various
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kinds, and other service providers

like Telecom, the OTC and AUS~AT? The
answer is that there is no need to
change their duties or modus operandi
in order to refor~ the law in the
manner outlined. They will all bene-
fit from the simpler law, clearer
statement of their own objectives in
relation to others, and a more coher-
ent and open regulatory system. The
basis rules appropriate for an Act of
parliament would not be changed or
repealed e.g. laws about which kinds
of broadcasters may advertise, the
conditions under which Telecom may
enter private property, the powers
which can be exercised against inter-
ference " with teleco~munlcatlons
services, and the obligationslimposed
on thosewho deliver political broad-
casts. There are many changes which
should be made, but they should be
addressed as separate pollcy Issues.
With a better overall scheme or legis-
lation, the policy issues will be more
clearly perceived, freed from much of
the legal obscurities.

Conclusion

Even in the absence of a politic-
al demand for rewriting com~unicatlons

law history offers many examples of
quiet achievements in codification and
simplification which have been a
priceless resource to the whole com-
munity. Those who undertook these
major reforms were all faced with a
maze of intersecting laws, lald down
by statute or precedent. No sugges-
tions for reform of communications law
involve more difficulty than those.
All the reformers faced the inertia of
public administrators and lawyers who
were comfortable with the current sys-
tem and feared change. There is noth-
ing extraordinary or insuperable about
the task and is one which has been
addressed and completed many times in
different areas of law. The title of
this talk refers to ’a simple pro-
ject’.

Ma~kAramtrong
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"The Crisis in Communications Law"
27 August, 1987

on
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~HAT IS CONTROL?

Introduction

The views expressed in this paper
are entirely my own. They do not
necessarily represent the views of any
person or company for whom I act or
have acted in matters arising under
the relevant legislation.

This paper is primarily concerned
with the answer to the question "What
is Control?’. That question must now
be asked and answered in the light of
the proposed new legislation announced
by the then Minister for Communica-
tions, the Hon. Mr Michael Dully ~ on
27 November, 1986. In the absence of
any more detailed information, it is
necessary to speculate about the new
regime to a considerable extent.
There are clearly risks in such an
exercise, but they are risks worth
taking in the debate about the new
rules relating to ownership and
control. The mere announcement of
them has brought about one of the
greatest media reshuffles this country
has ever seen.

For the sake of simplicity, and
because the process of change in rela-
tlon to ownership and control of tele-
vision appears to be more advanced
than in the case of radio, I propose
to limit the scope of this paper to
television. Except where expressly
stated references to "the Act" are to
both the Broadcasting and Television
Act, 1942 and the Broadcasting Act,
1942.

l~ck~round

The origins of the development of
the equalisatlon policy and the
announcement of the 75% audience reach
proposals can be traced back to the
report presented by the Packer Organ-
isatlon to the Fraser Government in
1977, relating to the introduction of
a domestic satellite system. Since
then, in the context of a series of
studies, reports, inquiries and
announcements, equallsation has become
central to the present Government’s
commercial television policy as I per-
ceive it. Equalisation means that all

Australians, or as many as possible,
should have access to a choice of
three commercial television channels
in the same way as viewers in five of
the six mainland capital cities. The
policy also made the grant of a third
co~merclal television llcence in Perth
inevitable.

The means by which equalisation
is to he achieved remain an area of
controversy. The debate about the use
of multi-channel services (MCS) 
aggregation and the possibility of the
staging of MCS followed by aggregation
has excited the regional stations. It
has also been followed With great
interest by the networks. The timing,
commercial viability and the relation-
ship between MCS and aggregation are
all matters~dealt with in the Broad-
casting Amendment Bill, 1986 which was
reported on by the Richardson
Committee.

The New RtLles

The Government’s proposal to
expand ownership and control to enable
any one television owner to reach 75%
of Australla’s populatlon has opened
up the whole market, both in respect
of the metropolitan stations and the
regional stations. The combination of
proposed changes has given a new per-
spective to networking. While all
this may not rectify "the structural
imbalance" of the Melbourne and Sydney
stations to which reference is so
often made, it has produced a distinct
shlft in the balance, if not in the
centre of gravity. Fears of undue
concentration under the new ownership
rule have been somewhat allayed by the
limitation on cross-medla ownership.

Despite the frenetic market
activity of the past few months, the
existing law remains unchanged. Sec-
tion 92 of the Act still prohibits a
person having a "prescribed interest"
in more than two commercial television
llcences. In his press release dated
27 November, 1986 the Minister said
that the "two-station" rule was to be
abandoned. He said it would be re-
placed by a new rule which would limit
the reach of any one commercial sta-
tion owner to 75% of Australia’s popu-



latlon. An important feature of the

abandonment of the two-station rule
was the iutroductlon of limitations on
"cross-ownershlp". The press release
said that the legislation which would
be introduced would prevent a person
from acquiring a television llcence to
serve an area in which that person,
for example, owned a daily newspaper
whose main circulation was in the same
area, or who already held allceace
for a commercial radio station which
had a monopoly in the service area.
Existing interests held on 27 Novem-
ber, 1986 which would otherwise offend
the cross-ownershlp rules were to be
"grandfathered". The Minister made it
clear that future acquisitions of a
prescribed interest in a television

llcence, whether or not that lleence
was "grandfathered", would require the
new owner to conform to the cross-
ownership test. This part of the
announcement made it clear that the
new package of rules was intended to
be enacted with effect from 27 Novem-
ber, 1986.

The Recent Acquisitions

It is against this background
that a whole series of acquisitions
have been made. As at 27 November,
1986 the three existing networks were
owned as follows:-

Seven Nine Ten
Network Network Network

Brlsba~e: BTQ-7 QTQ-9 TVQ-O
Fairfax Bond Skase

Sydney: ATN-7 TCN-9 TEN-IO
Falrfax Packer NTNL

Melbourne: HSV-7 GTV-9 ATV-IO
HWT Packer NTHL

Adelaide: ADS-7 NWS-9 SAS-IO
HWT(18) Lamb Bell

In addition STW-9 Perth, also
owned by Bond, was an affiliate member
of the Nine Network. TVW-7, owned by
Bell, was identified with the Seven
Network and the proposed new station
WTW-IO, owned by Stokes, was identi-
fied with the Ten Network.

As a result of the various acqul-
sltlons, subject to the approval of
the Australian Broadcasting Tribunal
(ABT) and the passage of the imple-
menting legislation, the Networks are
now owned as follows:-

Brisbane: BTQ-7 QTQ-9 TVQ-0
Fairfax Bond Skase

Sydney: ATN-7 TCN-9 TEN-10
Falrfax Bond WCC

Melbourne: HSV-7 GTV-9 ATV-IO

Fairfax Bond WCC

Adelaide: ADS-7 NWS-9 SAg-10"

Stokes Lamb Bell

Perth: TVW-7 STW-9 WTW-IO
Bell Bond Stokes

Pending the enactment of the pro-
posed legislation these various acqui-
sitions must be the subject of applic-
ations under s92F.

Until the legislation is enacted,
the Tribunal would be required to
refuse the applications unless steps
were taken by the applicant to comply
with the two-statlon rule. Under
eg2FAA(ll) where an applicaton for
approval of a transaction is refused
by the Tribunal, and notice of such
refusal given to the applicant, the
applicant has six months after the
date of service of the notice, or such
longer period as the Tribunal, on
application, allows, to dispose of
excess prescribed interests. The Act,
therefore, recognises that trans-
actions which would result in a
contravention of s92 may be entered
into. The contravention does not
itself constitute an offence under the
Act. The Tribunal may, however, give
a direction for divestiture under
s92N(1) where it is satisfied that 
person is the holder of interests in a
company in contravention of s92. " If
the circumstance arose that there was
noreasonable prospect of the relevant
legislation being passed in the fore-

seeable future, the Tribunal could
give directions under s92(1)(a), if 
thought necessary "to ensure that the
person ceases to hold interests in
that company i~ contravention of that
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section". Such a direction cannot take

effect during any period in which the

contravention referred to in s92N(1)

does not constitute an offence. Thus,

the direction may not be given until

after expiration of the period of six

months after the date of service or

notice by the Tribunal of its refusal

to approve the transaction, or such

longer period as the Tribunal allows.

The directions when given would not

necessarily require that the addition-

al interest sought to be acquired by a

party following the Minister’s angoun-
cement be the subject of divestiture.

The divestiture could cover existing

interests, which were held prior to
the acquisition of additional pre-

scribed interests following the Minis-

ter’s announcement. Alternatively, if

it emersed that there was no prospect
of enactment of the legislation in the

foreseeable future, application for

additional interests in excess of that
permitted by the two-station rule

could be approved, subject to a condi-

tion that any existing interests

which, together with the new inter-

ests, would be in excess of the rule,
should be disposed of.

In the period between acquisition

and the determination of any applica-
tion there is, however, a difficulty
about directorships. Section 92C(1)
of the Act provides that:-

"Subject to ~his section, a

person contravenes this section

if, and so long as, he is a

director of two or more companies

that are, between them, in a
position to exercise control of

three or more licences."

There is an obvious loophole in

this provision in that there is no

prohibition against a person being a

director of one company that is in a

position to exercise control of three

or more licences.

Possible Legislation Chan~e

The Act as it stands contains

elaborate provisions regulating owner-

ship and control. Given that the

two-station rule is abolished and

replaced by a rule which limits sta-

tion ownership or control to services

which reach no more than 75% of Aust-

ralia’s population, it is quite poss-

ible that fairly elaborate provisions
relating to ownership and control in

terms of the new limit will continue

to apply. It is to be hoped that the

opportunity will be taken for simpli-

fying and streamlining the existing

provisions as far as possible.

It is interesting to speculate

how the limitation might be expressed
in the legislation. For example,

s92(i) could be simply repealed and

replaced by a provision to the effect

that, subject to the section, s person
contravenes the section if, and so
long as, he has a pres6rlbed interest

in any licence or in each of two or
more licences where the aggregate of

the population in the service area of

that llcence or those licences, as the
case may be, as determined by refer-

ence to the most recent census,
exceeds 75% of the total population of

Australia as so determined. Instead

of expressing the limit in terms of

population, it would also he possible

to express the limit in terms of audi-

ence reach. Thus, the limitation
could be expressed in terms of tele-

vision homes.

There is a real question whether

the concept of prescribed interest

should necessarily be retained and a

question whether the concepts of own-

ership and control should be defined

more in terms of the ordinary meaning

of those concepts, rather than using

deeming provisions to extend them to

cover situations where a mere poten-

tial for influence exists. A pre-

scribed interest is, essentially, a

shareholdlng, voting or financial

interest of more than 5% in a company

holding a commercial television lic-

ence: s91(2). A person is also deem-

ed to have a prescribed interest if he

is in a position to excerclse control

directly or indirectly of a llcence:

s92B.

Control

The definition of "control" in

¯ s91(1) is expressed in inclusive terms

which do not define what control is,
but describe the means by which

control may be exercised. "Control"

is defined as including:
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"... control as a result of, or

by means of, truStS, agreements,

arrangements, understandings and
practices, whether or not having
legal or equitable force and

whether or not based on legal or
equitable rights."

It is essential to determine what
is meant by "control". This Is be-

cause a person is deemed to have a
prescribed interest in a licence, even

if he has no direct interest in it, if
he is in a position to exercise

control, eithe~ directly or indire~tly
of a licence: . s92A. A person .is
deemed to be in a position to exercise

control of a licence under s92A(1).if:

"(a) that person is the holder ~f

the llcence;

(b) that person is in a position

to exercise control of.the
company that holds the llc-

ence; or

(b) that person is in a position

to exercise control of.the

operations conducted under

or by. vlrtue of.the llcence,

the management of. the sta-
tion-in respect’of which th~

llcence is in force or the
selection or provlslon of

the programmes to be tele-
vised by that station."

Section 92B sets out various

circumstances under which a person is

deemed to be in a position to exercise’

control of a company. For the purpos-

es of these provisions "person" in-

cludes a company.

Basically, the position is that a

person who holds more than 15% of the

voting power at a general meeting, or

who holds shareholdlng interests

exceeding an amount of 15% of the

total of the amounts paid on all

shares, or all shares of a particular

class, in the company is deemed to be

in a position to exercise control of

the company. These deeming provisions

are not, however, exhaustlve: see In

Re The News Corporation Limited and
the Broadcasting and Television Act

1942 unreported, Fed. Ct. (Full Ct.

Bowen CJ, Lockhart and Beaumont JJ) 20

January, 1987. This is because the

definition of "control" in s91(1) 

expressed in wide inclusive terms

which are capable of extension to

situations other than those specified

as those in which a person shall be

deemed to be in a position to exercise

control under ss92A and 92B. Hence,

for example, the expression "in a
position to exercise control" in

s92C(I) in relation to directorships

has a meaning which is wider than that

connoted by the various deeming provi-

sions’. It must be~emembef~d,

ever, . that the ordinary meaning ,.of
’~control" is the power "or fdnctfon of

dlrecti~g and regulating. It does

~x~end .to merely havlng.a capacity to

i=fl6ence.
The wording in s92C is to be

contrasted with the wording of the

limitation on foreign shareholdings in

s92D which refers to a person being
"in a position to exercise control,

either directly or indirectly, of the

company holding the llcence". This
was the provision that was considered

in the ahovementloned case by the Full

Court of the Federal Court. In that

case it was held that The News Corpor-

_atlon Limited (TNCL).h@d ~a sharehold-
ing interest such that it was .deemed

to be in a posltlo~"to exercise

control of Network IO Holdings Limited

(NTHL) and its subsidiaries pursuant

to s92B of the Act. More importantly,
the Full Court held that the premiums

paid on the relevant shares were to he

included in the calculations of both

"an amount equal to the value of the

shares" and "an amount equal to the

value ... of the person’s interest in

the shares", within the meaning of

s91(3)(b) of the Act. It was 

held that s92B did not exhaustively

define the meaning of "being in a

position to control, either directly

or indirectly, of the company holding

the licence" within the meaning of
s92D(1). In my view, while some 

the reasoning relating to the inclu-

sion of the amount of any premium in

the relevant calculations for the

purposes of s91(3)(b) is open to ques-

tion, the non-exhaustive construction
placed upon ss90E and 92B is undoubt-

edly correct. There is, however, a

clear distinction between ss92C and

92D. Section 92C refers to "cOmpanies
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that are, between them, in a position

to exercise control of 3 or more lic-
ences" Section 92D refers to a
person being "in a position to exer-
cise control, either directly or In-
directly, of the company holding the
lieence". In my view, s92C refers to
direct control of the licensee company
in the sense of control of more than
50% of the votes which may he cast at
a general meeting of the relevant
company, or control of more than half
of the members of the board of dlrec-
tors: cf W.P. Kelghery Pry Lid v
FCofT (1957) 100 CLR 66 per D~xon CJ,
Kltto and Taylor JJ at 84; Mendes v
Commissioner of Probate Duties (Vlc)
(1967) 122 CLR 152 per Kitto J at 165;
per Taylor J at 166; and per Windeyer
J at 169; and Kolotex Nosier[ (Aust-
ralia) p~y Ltd v FCofT (1973) 130 CLR
64 per Mason J at 77-78; (1975) 132
CLR 535 per Gibbs J at 572-573. In

FCofT v Commonwealth Aluminium Corpor-
ation Ltd (1980) 143 CLR 646 the High
Court distinguished the meanlug of
"control" of a business. Stephen,
Mason and Wilson JJ said at 659-660

¯ that shareholders, through their power
to control the company general meeting
and, perhaps, through their power to
elect directors, may be said to
"control" ~he company, "but as a
general rule they do not exercise de
facto control of the company’s busi-
ness." The control referred to in
s92C is control of the licence, which
means control of the business rather
than control of the company. This re-
quires control of the company in the
true sense rather than in any arti-
ficial or deemed sense.

Section 92B gives three instances
of circumstances in which a person
shall be deemed to be in a position to
exercise control of a company. In
substance these are, first, where the
person controls more than 15% of the
maximum number of votes that could be
cast at a general meeting, whether
with respect to all questions or only
one or more of such questions.
Secondly, where he holds shareholdlng
interests in respect of voting shares
on all questions at a general meeting,
exceeding in amount of 15% of the
total of the amounts paid on all
shares of the same kind. Thirdly,
where the person has shareholdlng

interests in a company exceeding in
amount 15% of the total of the amounts
paid on all shares iu the company. In
the third case, the Full Court deci-
sion in Re The News Corporation Limit-
ed and The Broadcasting and Television
Ac_~t, supra requires any premium paid
in respect of shares to be taken into
account in computing the amounts paid
on shares in the relevant company~ In
my view this result was somewhat sur-
prising. A premium is normally
credited to a share premium reserve.
While this reflects a shareholder’s
financial stake it does not, without
more, have any significance in terms
of control as distinct from mere
influence. Even more surprising was
the decision that the ability to
nominate one half of the board of
directors of a company amounted to
being in a position to exercise
control of that company. This equated
a power of veto with control and also
required an assumption that the nomin-
ees would vote en bloc as directed or
required by the appointor.

~caclng Coutrol

Once company A is deemed to be in
control of company B, company A is
deemed to have auy shareholding inter-
est that company B has in another
company. Thus, as long as the 15%
level in any relevant sense carries on
up a chain from a company holding a
llcence, all persons and companies in
the chain will be deemed to be in
control of the companies further down
the chain and, consequently, of the
company holding the licence. The
position is made even more complex by
the provisions in sglA for a means of
proportional tracing, eveu where the
chain of deemed control of companies
has been broken. The tracing exercise
is required to he done both horizont-
ally and vertically. Thus, a numher
of proportionately traced sharehold-
logs in a licensee company obtained
through shareholdings in a range of
different companies may all need to be
aggregated. This could result in a
person being found to have a prescrib-
ed interest in a licence. There are
also the provisions for loan inter-
ests. It is clearly a matter for
consideration whether all of these



detailed provisions will need to

survive the abolition of the two-
station rule. There would be much to
be sald for a change which equated a
prescribed Interest ChOW 5%) with 
deemed controlling Interest (now 15%).

I~t~rki~ a~ ~ontrol

The concept of networking,
particularly in the context of the
proposals for MCS and aggregation of
regional television stations, raises
important questions of control.
Currently, a person is deemed to be in
a position to exercise control of a
llcence If he is in a position to
exercise control of the selection or
provision of the programmes to be
televised by the station the subject
of the llcence. It is generally
agreed that the introduction of MCS or
aggregation will stimulate the devel-
opment of networking from the existing
networks into the regional stations,
unless an alternative network were to
be established. Under the policy of
equalisation there is a perception
that this will entitle viewers to have
the same choice of three commercial
channels as do viewers in the mainland
capital cities. It does not necessar-
ily follow that this choice should be
a choice between three programme line-
ups which, apart from elements of
locallsm, are identical with the
programmes currently being shown on
the three networks. Against this,
however, it is necessary to ask what
objection there could be to a sltua-
tlon developing where, local program-
mes apart, the bulk of programming in
regional areas was the same as that
shown in the cities. This could not
occur if the 75% rule were drafted or
interpreted in such a way as to limit
network coverage to 75% of the popula-
tion, thus arbitrarily depriving 25%
of the population of the opportunity
of watching programmes of a particular
network. I doubt this is intended.
It could occur, however, if the net-
working arrangements were in such a
form that the person or company which
controlled the originating stations in
the network was deemed to control all
participating stations (quite apart
from the ownership and control rules)
by reason only of the selection or

provision of programmes.
Many people would now be familiar

With the form of progra~m~e agreement
entered Into by STW9 with the Nine
Network relating to the supply of
programmes. It was shown as an
attachment to the FDU Report on Future
Directions for Commercial Television.
Under this agreement STW9 was not
bound to take any particular pro-
gramme, nor was it bound to show the
programmes at any particular time.
l~dependence in relation to advertis-
Ing was also assured. These and
other provisions prevented the rele-
vant programme agreement from having
the result that STW9 was deemed to be
controlled by Nine Network Pry Lid,
TCN9 Pry Ltd or any other company in
the Packer organisatlon. In my vlew
the mere fact that licensee A (owned
and controlled by X) makes its full
range of television programmes avail-
able to licensee B (owned and control-
led by Y) upon terms which do not
require licensee B to show all or any
of the programmes made available, or
to show them at any particular time,
should not have the effect that the
population in the area serviced by
licensee B should be taken into
account for the purposes of the appli-
cation of the 75% rule to licensee A.

Notwithstanding the elaborate
framework of ~ules regulating owner-
ship and control which has now been in
existence for many years, Australian
commercial television stations have
formed networks. There is an existing
power under s134 of the Act to make
regulations governing the operations
of networks, but no such regulations
have ever been made. In its Satellite
Programme Services Report in 1984, the
Tribunal listed four major economic
advantages of networking:

spreading the cost of programme
development, production and
acquisition over a number of
stations;

(b) facilitating the national sale of
advertising;

(c) reducing programme distribution
costs;

(d) scheduling of several hours 
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continuous programming when dis-

tributed simultaneously enabled
the network to take advantage of
"audience flow" from one pro-
gramme to the next.

The Tribunal regarded some form
of networking to be inevitable for
commercial television in Australia.
It regarded networking as economically
rational and beneficial, insofar as it
allowed high quality programmes to be
made available to viewers throughout
the country. The abolition of the
two-statlon rule and the introduction
of a 75% audience reach rule are them-
selves a recognition of the major part
networking has to play in the future
of commercial television in Austral-
ia. The report of the Richardson
Committee also recognises the role of
networking in commercial television
broadcasting in Australia. The
Committee pointed out that some types
of networking arrangements may be
advantageous or essential to the
development of the Australian tele-
vision industry, in particular in
relation to the production of more
Australian programmes. It was also
indicated that, provided demand for
local programming was strong, network-
ing need not necessarily interfere
with "locallsm" in commercial tele-
vision broadcasting in Australia.

Conclusion

It may be anticipated that the
policy of equalisation will bring
about the introduction of competitive
commercial television throughout Aust-
ralia. The cross-media ownership
rules should be accepted as an essen-
tial political step in an attempt to
counter-balance the great increase in
potential media ownership, control and
influence provided by the adoption of
the 75% rule.

David K. Malcolm QC
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BIIINGING LAN BACK ON
PLANET

Broadcast radio and televison
services have become an integral part
of our lives. In some developed

countrfes, cable television has also
become part of everyday llfe. For
example, nearly one half of the 86
million homes wlth a TV set in the
United States are connected to cable.
Three quarters of United States TV
homes are already "passed" by cable -
that is, can subscribe If they want
to. However, in Australia we have
only Just begun the difficult process
of formulatlng policies and establish-
ing a legal framework to cover non-
broadcast transmission technologies.

Such technologies include radiat-
ed, or "free space", services distri-
buted by local area microwave or
satellite (or a combination of the
two) and cable reticulation services.
The introduction of cable television
and radiated subscription television
for domestic reception (Pay-TV) has
had a short-term setback with the
announcement by the Minister for
Co--.unlcations of a moratorium on the
Introduction of such services. The
advent of other narrowcast services -
under the ancronym of VAEIS (video and
audio entertainment and information
services) - is the subject of this
paper.

I will briefly outline the avail-
able communication technologies before
turning to discuss the legal and
policy questions posed by VAEIS. For
convenience, and to contrast VAEIS
with traditional broadcast services, I
will refer to VAEIS as a."narrowcast"
service, although the issue of whether
some VAEIS services are really broad-
cast services is by no means settled.

Communications Technologies

Cable television (CTV) refers 
the transmission of sound and visual
images to an audience by use of copper
or optical fibre cables, rather than
solely by way of radiated electromag-
netic energy. The advantage of cable
as a means of communicating signals is
that it facilitates high quality with

less interference than off-air trans-
missions. Modern developments in
coaxial cables and optical fibres mean
that new cable systems may carry a
band width of a very broad frequency
range which enables such systems to
transmit a considerable amount of
formation at the same time. A system
with a frequency range of 350 MHz
could transmit about 50 channels In
the United States, about 25 in the
United Kingdom and about 30 in Aust-
ralia (the variations being due to the
differing transmission .-formats). " 
televlslon channel requires about 8
MHz of band width to Carry the slgnals
thai’make up its moving picture, but
still pictures, sound slgnals and
computer data can be transmitted over
a much narrower band width at higher
speeds.

Free--space transmissions of
broadcast radio, broadcast television
and microwave services respectively
utillse different regions in the elec-
tromagnetlc spectrums. Probably the
most rapid growth in the utilisatlon
of the spectrum Is In the microwave
frequency range. In most countries
this range is comparatively "spac-
lous". For example~ the frequency
difference between the S-band (wave-
length around I0 cm) and K-band (wave-
length around I cm) is roughly 200,000
M~z, about I00 times the combined
frequency range of present day radio
broadcasting and television. There
are good prospects that this range can
be increased 5 to I0 times by further
improvements of power generation at
the high frequency end of the micro-
wave range.

Nicrowave transmissions suffer
from a number of disadvantages compar-
ed to broadcast frequencies, including
lesser diffraction effects. Thls
means microwave is essentially llne of
sight, whilst broadcast frequencies
can dlfftact around building and over
hills. The effects of reflection or
bounce (leading to "ghosting") are
more pronounced in microwave transmis-
sion. Permitted signal strengths of
broadcast transmission are approxi-
mately 500 times greater than those
permitted for microwave, and accord-
ingly the range of microwave services
is much less than broadcast services.
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The radio signals utilised in
satelllte communications are normally
in the microwave frequency range and
use much of the technology employed in
terrestrial microwave radlocommunica-
tiona systems.

The Department of Communications
(DOC) requires non-broadcast video
programs transmitted by AUSSAT, such
as network program interchange, to be
encoded to an acceptable standard.
The B-MAC encoding system, used for
direct broadcast services (DBS) such
as the Remote Commercial Television
Service (RCTS), requires about 24 MHz
of the 45 MHz capacity available on
AUSSAT transponders and requires about
90 per cent of transponder power. The
excess capacity, up to 50 voice grade
channels or three 2-megabit streams,
is available to other users - subject
to regulatory constraints referred to
in this paper. In addition, the
excess capacity would of course be
limited to the relevant spot beam dur-
ing regular broadcast hours. Down-
time r when the TV station is off air,
is also available for other utilisa-
tlon.

Various communications technolo-
gies have potential for ancillary
communications services (ACS), -des-
cribed by a DOC Communications Strate-
gy Division Paper as services:

"... carried on the same signal
as a main broadcast service, ...
which depend for the existence on
the transmission of the main
service. Although ACS cannot be
transmitted independently of the
primary (or host) service, they
may be quite distinct from it in
content or purpose. ACS are
either broadcasting or non-broad-
casting in nature, depending on
the audience and the material
being transmitted." (Para 1.2).

The DOC Paper identified three current
transmission technologies whereby ACS
can be delivered:

B-IdAC television signal s allowing
up to six high quality sound or
data channels plus one lower capac-
ity data channel;

FM radio sub-carriers for transmis-
sion of additional FM audio or data
services;

the vertical blanking interval of a
normal PAL TV signal potentially
carrying teletext services.

Satellite links may also be used
to feed local area radlocommunications
services. These local area services
may then transmit to subscribers who
can receive signals ~rlth only a ~II
antenna, rather than the comparatively
sizeable satellite dish required for
direct reception of satellite sig-
nals. Of course, such local, area
radiated services, better ¯ known as
multi-polnt distribution systems
(IdDS), may be established and operate
independently of the satellite sys-
tem. Microwave MDS licence "expres-
sions of interest" have been lodged
with the DOC’s Radio Frequency Manage-
ment Division for both satellite-
linked and stand-alone services.

Existing and proposed narrowcast
services include:

Australian Associated Press’ Corp-
orate Report - news, financial-and
business information distributed by
mlc~owave MDS to corporate sub-
scribers’ personal computers and
AAP provided terminals.

Corporate Data Services’s Real Es-
tate Channel - videos of homes for
sale distributed by microwave MDS
to real estate agents’ VCRs for ex-
hlbitlon to potential home buyers.

Bell’s Club Superstation - video
programs and ACS data services via
AUSSAT to two-way earth stations on
registered clubs in New South
Wales: the two-way system also al-
lows program interchange and data
networking between subscriber
clubs.

Powerplay’s Sportsplay - video
sporting events via AUSSAT to R-O
earth stations on hotels throughout
Australia.

Bond Corp’s Sky Channel video
sport, variety, news and weather
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and "the big events" via AUSSAT to

earth stations on hotels throughout
Australia.

Each of these services are lic-
ensed under the Radiocommunlcations
Ac__~t, not the Broadcasting Act. There
are important differences between the
licensing frameworks established by
these two Acts.

¯ adlo~o~unicatXons & Broadcastin~ -
Legisl@tive Structure

Section 51(v) of the Constitution
empowers the Commonwealth Parllameut
to make laws with respect to "postal,
telegraphic,.telephonic and other like
services". ~he basic structure of
communications regulation is found iu
seven Commonwealth Acts and their
associated regulations and by-laws.
The seven Acts are:

i. The Broadcasting Act, 1942 ("the
Broadcasting Act");

2. The Radlocommunlcatlons Act, 1983
("the Radlocom Act");

3. The Telecommunications. Act, 1975
-("the Telecom Act"); .~. 

4. The Satellite Communications Act,
1984 ("the SatCom Act");

5. The Postal Services Act, 1975 ("the
Postal Services Act");

6. The Overseas Telecommunications
Ac__t, 1946 ("the Overseas Telecom
Act"); and

7. The Australian Broadcasting Corpor-
ation Act, 1983.

This paper will only deal with
the Radiocom and Broadcasting Acts,
although certain of the other Acts
will also be relevant to free-space
and cable transmission services.

The Radlocom Act deals with spec-
trum planning, equipment standards,
the settlement of interference disput-
es, the detection and prevention of
unauthorised transmissions, the licen-
sing of all radio transmitters other
than transmitters licensed under the

Broadcasting Act and the licensing of
receivers falling into a class speci-
fied by regulations. If a radlocom-
munlcations transmitter is operated
"for the purpose of the transmission
to the general public of radio pro-
grams or television programs", the
transmitter is not licensed under the
Radiocom Act but must be licensed
under the Broadcasting Act: Radlocom
Ac._~t ss22, 24, Broadcasting Act ss4
(definitions of"broadcast by radio"
and "televise"), 81,:89D.

,The Radiocom Act is linked to the
Broadcasting Act through s6A of the
Broadcastiu~ Act. Section 6A(1) makes
it an offence to use a transmitter for
broadcasting purposes except as
authorlsed by a llcence warrant issued

.under the Broadcasting Act~ Section
6A(3) provides that a failure 
comply with s6A(1) is an offence under
the Radiocom Act as well as an offence
under the Broadcasting Act. In gener-
al, the Radlocom Act precedence in
spectrum control is reinforced by s89
of that Act which provides that Regu-
latlons made under the Radlocom Act
have precedence over Regulations and
other instruments made under the
Broadcasting Act. Of. course s89 does
not provide a system of precedence to
resolve cqnflicts between the provi-
sions of the respective Acts them-
aelves.

The regulatory regimes establish-
ed by the Broadcasting Act and the
Radiocom Act are quite distinct.
Licences under the Radiocom Act may be
granted by the DOC at the discretion
of the Minister. Broadcasting llcenc-
es are issued by the Australian Broad-
casting Tribunal (ABT) after public
inquiry. .Broadcasting llcences are,
of course, subject to detailed rules
relating to content and scheduling of
programs and advertisements and the
ownership and control of llcences.
There are no similar rules in the
Radlocom Act. There are obvious
advantages to a service provider in
avoiding the complex Broadcasting Act
requirements and obtaining Radlocom
licences. The question of whether a
particular service constitutes a
transmission of radio or television
programs to the general public is
therefore of considerable importance.
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Trans~issiou "To the General Public"

The Broadcastlng/Radiocom concept of
"the general public" is also found iu
the Radio Regulations of the Inter-
national Telecommunications Union
(1TU). The ITU has, amongst other
duties, responsibility tO determine
whether the radio frequencies which
countries assign to their hroadcastlng
stations nre in accordance with the
ITU Convention and Radio Regulations
and would not cause harmful Interfer-
ence to other stations. The ITU Radio
Regulations state, however, that. a
radlocommunlcatlons . service is a
"broadcast" service if "intended for
direct reception by the general
public".

lu the copyright coutezt, the
English translation of Article Ii
bls(1) of the Brussels (1948) text 
the Berne Conventiou provides that
authors have the exclusive right to
authorlse "the radio diffusion of
their works for the communication
thereof to the public by any means of
wireless diffusion of signs, sounds or
images". The Rome Convention (The
International Convention for the
Protection of Performers, Producers of
Phonograms and Broadcasting Organlsa-
tlons) refers to "transmission by
wireless means for public reception".

Whilst broadcast bands are speci-
fied under the ITU Radio gegulatlons,
and Australian broadcast services are
allocated frequencies within these

bands, it is submitted that the fre-
quency on which a transmission takes
place should not be a relevant test as
to whether a transmission is a "broad-
cast" or not. The relevant statutory
considerations are whether there is a
transmission of a "radio program" or a
"television program .... to the general
public". These phrases are not defin-
ed in either the Broadcasting Act or
the Radlocom Act.

So far as the writer is aware,
there are no Australian c~ses or
reported cases from other common law
jurisdictions, which provide any
assistance in construing the words
"transmission to the general public".
In a copyright context, there are a
number of cases concerning whether a
cinematographic film is exhibited "in
public": See Copyright Act 1968

s86(b), Rank Film Production Limited v

Colin S. Dodds [1983] 2 NSWLR 553
part. at 560 per Path J; Australian
Perforating Rights Association Lid v
Tolbush Pry Limited (1987) 7 IPR 160
per de Jersey J; Jennlngs v Stephens
[1936] Ch 469 part, at 475 per Lord

Wright; and subsequent English cases
s~arlsed in Performing Rights
Society Limited v Rangers FC SuppOrt-
ers Club, Greenock [1975] RYC" 626
part. at 634. These cases establish
that In the copyright context the
principal determinant of whether a
performance is "in public" is the
nature or quality of the audience.

The Rank case concerned the
transmission by an operator of a motel
of video programs by means of a VCR
connected to suites in the motel. Mr
Justice Rath ~easoned as follows:-

"... in the present case the
Court is to consider the charsc-
ter of the audience, and ask
whether that audience may fairly
be regarded as part of the monop-
oly of the owner of the copy-
right. The relevant character of
the audience is not its character
as an individual or individuals
in a private or domestic situa-
tion,-but in its character as a
guest or guests of the motel. In
that latter character, the guest
pays for his accommodation and
the benefits (in-house movies)
that go with it. In a real sense
he is paying the proprietor of
the motel for presentation to him
in the privacy of his room of an
in-house movie. ~e is in this
character a member of the copy-
right owner’s public."

The copyright cases thus distin-
guish performances in public from
domestic or quasi domestic performanc-
es. The cases are, however, based
upon the perceived policy that the
Copyright Act seeks to protect the
copyright owner’s financial interests
by ensuring that the copyright owner
derives a benefit from performances in
a paid environment. This appears
clearly from the judgment of Lord
Justice Clerk in the Rangers FC
S~ppgrters Club decision:-
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"In a situation where a person

organises a private party in his
own home, or what might reason-
ably be deemed an extension of
his own home, then it seems
reasonable to assume that the un-
authorlsed publication or use of
a copyright work is not rebound-
ing to the financial disadvantage
of the owner of the copyright,
since the selected audience is
not enjoying the work under
c,ondltlons in which they would
normally pay for the privilege in
one form or another. A perform-
~nce of the work in such elreumi

stances w6uld now ordinarily be
regarded as being in private."

In the context of securities law,
there are a number of well-known deci-
sions on the meaning of "an offer to
the public", including the decisions
of the High Court of Australia in
Australian Softwood Forest Pry Limited
v Attorney General (NSW) (1981) 36 ALR
257 and the Australian Central Credit
Union case (1985) I0 ACLR 59. In 
Joint Judgment of four Justices in the
latter case it was said that:

"if ... there is some subsisting
special relationship ~etween
offeror and members of a group or
some rational connection between
the common characteristlc of mem-
bers of the group and the offer
made to them, the question wheth-
er the group constitutes a sec-
tion of the public ... will fall
to be determined by a variety of
factors of which the most import-
ant will ordinarily be: the num-
ber of persons comprising the
group, the subsisting relation-
ship between the offeror and the
members of the group, the nature
and content of the offer, the
significance of any particular
characteristic which identifies
the members of the group and the
connection between that charac-
teristic and the offer" (at 63).

If the characteristic which set
the proposed offer apart from the
group is "restrictive and well defin-
ed", and the proposed offer has a
"perceptible" and "rational conner-

tio~", with that characteristic, an
offer will generally be considered to
be private.

The securities cases show what
some commentators have regarded as an
unfortunate trend to concentrate on
the development of criteria for deter-
mining whether an offer belongs to one
class or another, rather than to the
broader question of whether particular
offerees need legislative protection.
It would be similarly unfortunate if
the interpretation of "transmission to
the general public" followed a similar
path. ~owever, the difficulty of
extracting the precise legislative
purpose of the Broadcastln~ Ac~, may
well make such a development inevit-
able.

What is the particular "public"
that the Broadcasting Act is attempt-
ing to protect? I consider that a
strong argument can be made that the
legislative intent of the 8roadcastlng
Act is to ensure the provision of an
adequate and comprehensive service to
a community within a specified broad-
cast area. Regulation of the content
of broadcast services and of the own-
ershlp and control of broadcasters is
ancillary to this primary purpose.
The need for public regulation derives
from the fact that transmissions are
free-to-alr and available in an en-
vironment which cannot be predetermin-
ed or controlled by the service
provider. Where the receiving audi-
ence is "carved out" of the general
public by a restrictive criteria, such
as the need to use decoding devices
which are not readily available to any
member of the public (at whatever
fee), coupled with contractual
restrictions imposed by the service
provider on the use of the service by
the end user; and the service provided
has a rational and perceptible connec-
tion with the particular interests or
concerns of that limited class of end
users, then the service should be out-
side the purposive ambit of the Broad-
casting Act. This is not, however, to
suggest that such services should be
free of regulation, or that the
content of certain regulations apply-
ing to broadcasting is not equally
applicable to certain narrowcast
services.

It will be apparent from the
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foregoing that I consider the criteria
set out in the securities cases should
provide some assistance in construing
"transmission to the general public"
in the Broadcasting Act. The use of
the ~neral public, rather than Just
public, gives some support to the dis-
tlnctlon suggested above. The dls-
tinction between domestic and non-
domestic environments made in the
copyright cases does not, in my opinl-
on, provide any useful assistance:
the context of the copyright provi-
sloes is quite different. I find it
difficult to see that a member of the
publlc, if able to obtain a decoding
device from retail outlets, or even
directly from a service provider for
use to receive television programs in
his or her own home, is anything other
than a member of the general public.
To follow the securities cases, there
is no rational and perceptible connec-
tion between the service provider, the
service, and the subscriber.

Adoption of this view gives rise
to some difficulties. A Broadcasting
Act licensee must have a designated
"service area" determined by the
Minister. The Minister’s determina-
tlon must specify the "community or
communities" to which the licensee is
required to provide an "adequate and
comprehensive service". Under DOC
service area guidelines issued in
November 1983, relevant co--unities
are identified by reference to Aust-
ralian Bureau of Statistics "Collector
Districts" and "Local Government
Areas". The references to communities
in the Broadcasting Act give some
support to the proposition that where
encoded radlocommunlcations are
addressed to, for example, subscribing
customers situated in disparate com-
munities around Australia, the trans-
mission should not be regarded as
broadcasting. So, contrary to the
view expressed above, it may be
suggested that encoded satellite DBS
delivered to private subscribers
should not be regarded as broadcasts.

In such uncharted and muddy
waters it is perhaps not surprising
that so many different views emerge.
At least for the time being the most
important opinions are, of course,
those of the DOC and the Federal
Government.

Enter VAEIS

On 2 September, 1986 the then
Minister for Co~munlcations, Mr
Michael Duffy, announced that the
Government had "cleared the way for
the introduction of new video and
Audio Entertainment and Information
Services (VAEIS) to non-domestlc
environments such as hotels, lleensed
clubs, and TABs." He then foreshadow-
ed regulatory guidelines which would
apply to such services. These guide-
lines were released on 17 October,
1986: the guidelines were published
in Vol. 7 issue [I] of this Bulletleo

At the time of his first an-
nouncement, the Minister also announc-
ed a moratorium on the introduction of
Pay-TV services to "allow television
licensees time to adjust to the re-
quirements in regional Australia".

The guidelines define VAEIS as
"transmission of programs by tele-
communications technology on a point
to multi-point basis to identified
categories of non-domestlc environ-
ments". VABIS may be funded by adver-
tising revenue and/or charge for
service and/or lease of equipment.

Under the guidelines, VAEIS is
reatricted to people present in the
"non-domestic environments" of "end
users". End users may be groups or
organisatlons (as well as individuals)
which have contracted with a VAEIS
provider.

The key definition is, of course,
"non-domestlc environments". These
are defined to include "hotels,
motels, registered clubs, hospitals,
educational institutions, shops,
government, commercial and industrial
buildings, coaches, trains, aircraft
and marine vessels".

"Domestic environments" are
defined exhaustively: "that is,
private, long-term residential dwell-
ings, households and places of perman-
ent residence".

The definitions have obvious
limitations. For example:

Is a suite in a hotel or motel
rented by a person on a long-
term basis in a domestic
environment? If so, do the
other suites in the hotel qual-
ify for VAEIS delivery?



IS a unit ren~ed on a "time-

share" basis a domestic or
non-domestic environment?

(Ill) Is a long-term convalescent
home or a private nursing home
"a hospital" non-domestic
environment - or a "long-term
residential dwelling" - a
domesti~ environment. If a
hospital has a ward catering

¯ for such people, will this
affect the hospital’s status?

THe only specific encoding re-
quirement in the guidelines ls that
video entertainment services must be
transmitted in B-MAC.

But what is the distinction be-
tween video entertainment services and
Pay-TV? The Minister’s 2 September,
1986 statement states:

"Pay-TV involves the transmission
of programs to domestic environ-
ments and, unlike present tele-
vision services which are free,
requires the payment of a fee to
the service provider and posses-
sion of a decoder to receive
programs."

The SIAES ~eport (No. 38 - Decem-
ber 1986, plSO) quotes the following
"definition" of "Pay-TV", apparently
adopted In a written legal opinion
provided by the Attorney-General’s
Department at the request of the DOC’s
Legislation Unit:

"(a) programs in the form of images
and associated sound transmit-
ted by means of cable, satel-
lite or any other form of radi-
ated transmission;

(b) most of the material transmit-
ted is similar to the material
transmitted on free-to-air TV
but some material which for
censorship reasons is not
currently broadcast on free-
to-air TV may be transmitted,
and advertising or sales promo-
tion material shall not be
transmitted;

(c) the person providing the
service is linked to the person

receiving the service (not
necessarily the viewer) through
a contractual relationship;

(d) reception of the service is
available in a domestic or
residential environment to
members of the public, includ-
ing special interest groups who
are willing to pay.

Pay-TV is not intended to include
data services, services for co-~er-

cial rather than entertainment pur-
poses and educational and other
non-proflt welfare services. In
order to receive a Pay-TV service
it would be necessary for a sub-
scriber to possess decoding equip-
ment attached to this television
receiver which would enable encoded
signals transmitted by the provider
of the service to be decoded and
received on that receiver."

According to The SIARS Report,
the Attorney-General’s written opinion
concludes, amongst other things, that
Pay-TV services do not constitute a
transm~sslon of television programs to
the general public, @rid are therefore
outside the Broadcasting Act.

Contrast the proposed treatment
of ACS in the DOC’s "Statement of
Policy Principles Governing Ancillary
Co~unicatlons Services":

"An ACS will be regarded, prima
facie, as a broadcasting service
if:

- it consists of radio or tele-
vision programmes;

it fs not proposed to place
restrictions (in the form of
encoding, addressabillty etc.)
on its reception, other than
restraints on reception outside
the designated service area;
and

the equipment needed to receive
the service is readily avail-
able in Australia through
retail outlets." (Para 2.7).

The Statement does not state
whether an ACS must meet all the three
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condltions to quallfy as a "broadcast-
ing" service, but does add the
proviso:

"(Note that the second and third
conditions are intended as prac-
tical - though not exhaustive or
definitive - tests of the "trans-
mitted to the general public"

criterion.)"

All this pigeonholing appears to
be designed to achieve the following
practical result:

I. The Minister may grant a trans-
mitter licence under s24 of the
Radtocom~Act to a VAEI$ provider,
certain narrowcast ACS providers
or a Pay-TV service provider.
However, he will exercise his
discretion not to issue a Pay-TV
llcence for "at least the next
four years".

2. Video and audio entertainment
services will not be regarded as
transmissions to the general
public because (so the Minister
says) they operate on a different
frequency to broadcast services,
reception is only possible if a
down converter is used, and the
services must be encoded.

3. Pay-TV services will not be
regarded as broadcast services
because they are encoded, and the
decoding equipment would only be
available from the service
provider.

4. The distinction between video and
audio entertainment services and
Pay-TV is not in the technology
of delivery, or the requirement
of encoding, but that Pay-TV is
delivered to domestic environ-
ments and VAEIS to non-domestic
environments.

5. AC$ video (ie teletext) and audio
services will not be regarded as
broadcasting where encoding or
addressability restrictions are
placed on their reception and the
equipment needed to receive the
service is not readily available
in Australia through retail out-
lets.

The frequency band distinction
between VAEIS and free-to-air TV is
not made between Pay-TV and free-to-
air TV. Of course, Pay-TV may utillse
broadcast frequencies - but does this
mean anything? If it does, it sup-
ports the argument that Pay-TV is
broadcasting. If it does not, why
does the Minister purport to make a
distinction between VAEIS and free-
to-air television relying on" the
frequency band utillsed by each? It
is submitted that the frequencies
utilised in relation to any transmis-
sion should be irrelevant to the
determination of whether a service is
a broadcast service.

And does the proposed definition
of Pay-TV mean anything, when it does
not address the question of the avail-
ability of decoding equipment to the
general public, other than to say that
such equipment is only to be available
from the service provider? After all,
a person cannot receive a television
signal in his home unless he has a
television receiver: if he or she can
readily and legally purchase a decod-
er, albeit under contract with the
Pay-TV service provider rather than
through retail outlets, is he or she
any less a member of the public than
his or her next door nelghbonr who
cannot afford a decoder for his tele-
vision receiver?

Of course, the same argument has
been applied by some co~m~entators to
VAEIS services - is a person any less
a member of the public because he or
she leaves home to listen to music or
watch television provided to him or
her whilst he or she drinks in a hotel
or a registered club? For the reasons
outlined above, I consider that VAEIS
services restricted (as the DOC
proposes) to non-domestic environ-
ments, available only through contract
with the service provider, and provid-
ed to a limited and identifiable class
of recipients, should properly be
regarded as non-broadcast services.
The criteria specified by the DOC for
determining whether ACS services are
broadcast or non-broadcast are reason-
able, if non-speclflc. The character-
isation of Pay-TV, as defined by the
DOC, as non-broadcast, appears hardest
to sustain, although doubtless in tune
with DOC deregulatory leanings. Until
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the meaning of "transmission to the
general public" ls clarified by statu-
tory amendment, or by the High Court,
it is impossible to conclude wlch any
certainty whether all narrowcast
services escape the Broadcastln$ Act.

If it .is accepted that VAEIS,
.Pay-TV and eertalu ACS services do not
fall wlthlu the Broadcastln$ Act,
another fundamental question remains:
is it within the scope of the Minis-
ter’s discretions provided by " the
Radlocom Act to impose conditions upon
a’-Radlocom, llcence:~duch ~s the.~pro~os-

-ed" VAEIS guidelines? ..~ . ’~,o~,~

Radioeo~ ~

p}~vldes’that a licence to operate and
possess a radlocommunicatl0ns’~tr~ns-

mltter ls subject to certain condl-
tlons, The conditions primarily
relate to the status of the operator
and compllance with specified frequen-
cy requirements. The only content
condition is a prohlbitlon on operat-
ing a transmitter in such a manner as
would be likely to cause reasonable
persons, ~ustlflably in all the
clrc,-.stances, to be seriously ~larmed
or-~serlously ~affronted; < or ~fof
~rpdse.6f’har~sslng"a~pers6n: "~o (S25
(1)(d)):

Section 25(i)(J) imposes
licence "such conditions (if any) 
may be prescribed". The Radiocommuni-
cations (Licensing and General) ~egu-
latlons disclose the only relevant
conditions prescribed are in relation
to cltlzen band radio stations and

Section 25(I)(k) imposes 
llcence "such other conditions (if
any) as are specified in the llc-
ence". Section 25(8) provides that
nothing in paragraphs (1)(a)
should be taken by implication to
llmlt the generality of the conditions
that may be prescribed for the purpos-
es of paragraph (i)(~) or specified
under paragraph (1)(k). However,
whilst nothing in those paragraphs
should therefore limi~ further pre-
scribed or specifled conditions, the
Minister’s powers to impose such fur-
ther conditions would be limited by
general principles of adminlstratlve

Section 25(3) allows the Minister
by notice in writing served on the
holder of a llcence to "impose one or
more further conditions to which the
licence ’ Is subject". This would
appear to -~ allow the imposition of
addltlonal~condltlons~.to those" speci-
fied or prescrlbed’In or pursuant to
S25(I), but would also "be subject 
general prlnciples of administrative
law. Such principles include, of
course, ~heprlnclplelthat a Minister
exerclslng~..a =,;statutory -.discretion
cannot, exercise the=.power~gran~ed.~to

~(Ab~i~l ::Land ~COb~issioaer): 
pk#t e North~ rn’ Land: COhncil k(~9~ ~ ) ~ 1 

~is~d ~*a~an Act-having as ~Its ~bjec~
the regulatlon of the radio frequency
spectrum and the diminution of inter-
ference in that spectrum, an attempt
to impose content restrictions, for
example, may well be ultra vires.
Similarly, a refusal to grant Pay-TV
llcences grounded on the proposed
content of such services, rather than
non-availabllty of frequencies, may
also be. open to attack.
~ ~ It-appears~th@t?Che~advice~of the
Atto~ney~Ge~eral’s’~Dep@r~ment..~og,.Pay-

TV drew.!t~e~Mini~te~s attenti6h ’to
the regulatory problems. The SIAES
Repor~quotes the opinion as follows:

"While some form of control over
Pay-TV could undoubtedly be
achieved by way of imposition of
such conditions [that is, condi-
tions under s25], it would not be
possible to regulate Pay-TV under
the Act in a manner corresponding
to the way to which, commercial
television llcences granted under
theBroadcastlng Act are regulat-
ed under that Act."

The Minister has now moved to
remove these difficulties pursuant to
the proposed introduction of amend-
ments to the Radlocom Act, the Co.-.un-
icatlons Legislation. Amendment Bil---~
1987, introduced into Federal Parlia-
ment on 2 April, 1987. Proposed new
s24A would prohibit the Minister from
granting a Radiocom Act transmitter
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licence for the purpose of providing
radiated Pay-TV services anywhere in
Australia. Section 24A also includes
a "sunset" clause, which would have
the effect of ~alntalnlng the morator-
ium until 1 September, 1990 (at .the
earliest).

VAEIS Cuidelines:

It is difficult to see that any
different conclusion ._ applles to
VAEIS. For this reason the’M~nlster

regula~o~" cod~-’o~ I practice proposed
in the VAEIS guid~lifies rathe’r-than
such conditions as may be imposed . on

or in relation to any VAEIS li~eu~e~

In an address, by the Secretary to
the DOC,~Mr C.iHalton , to the Austral-
ian Communications Law Association on
5 December, 1986, Mr Hal~on noted:

"The onus is on the providers to
comply with the spirit and intent
of the guidelines and thus ensure
the success of the self-regula-
tory schemes.

We expect that the gu~delines
_ will be. reviewed after twelve

~0u~s-- fi6~¢~1~ to’see how well
they "are "~rb~ctfng thepubllc
interest:but ~blso if they are
facilitating the introduction of
new and varied services. It is
against this backdrop that the
success of any such self-regula-
tory approach must be assessed."

Service provlders are also to be
required to give the Minister a writ-
ten undertaking to comply with the
guidelines before approval is given
for the commencement of any VAEIS
service.

Many of the guidelines will be
familiar to broadcasters and, perhaps
unlike the manner of their implementa-
tion, should not give rise to much
debate. Paragraph 19 may be an excep-
tion:

"19. VAEIS are not intended to
remove from free-to-air broad-
casting profitable areas of
programming already available to
the general public. VAEIS
providers will not exercise any

rights they may have to such
programs in such a way that would
preclude their availability for
viewing the general public."

~Thls would appear to prevent

VAEIS providers from obtsfnlng exclu-
sive rights to televise major events.
The first draft of paragraph 19, as
quoted in The SIARS Report NO. 36
(p8), was even more explicit:

... In reco t n..of_the public
interest, ~ VAEIS~,~ov~ders wi.ll
offer rights 5whlch;~they hold.~to
major sporting and.other
ant events tO ~free=.to-alr :
casters "on reasonable co---ercial

The flnal guldellne ~ay have the
same substantive effect although
expressed in less explicit terms.

Paragraph 19 may constitute
fertile ground for disgruntled broad-
casters wishing to complain to the
Minister over alleged exclusionary
misdeeds of VAEIS providers. The
guideline has already been the subject

¯ of a dispute between the ABC and
Sportsplay concerning satellite, righ~ts
to VFL: .llve matches.~ ;Oge’ ;.re~91~,’6f

" the guideline has been" fgr: ca_oh VAEIS
operator to tie up with a partlc~lar

commercial television network, the ABC
or .the SBS. Such ties involve exclu-
sivity in terms of other VAEIS operat-
ors whilst allowing the free-to-alr
broadcaster access to the event. This
considerably limits the ability of
VAEIS providers to "use exclusive
programming as a drawcard to attract
the public into pubs and clubs, No
doubt VAEIS providers would be
lighted to see the demise of paragraph
19 if its removal could be achieved
without upsetting the self-regulatory
system.

VAEIS "Expressions of Interest"

VAEIS/MDS Ifcences have to date
been issued to five licensees. On 20
October, 1986 the Minister invited
expressions of interest from companies
wishing to distribute VAEIS through
multl-point distribution systems
(MDS). The number or identity 
those lodging expressions of interest



has not been officially announced, al-

though The SIARS Report (issue 39 
February 1987) lists some 31 applicant
companies and the cities in which they
propose to provide services. That
report also notes that a copy of this

"list-was apparently circulated between
FACTS members..

It is apparent t~at there are
conslde~ably more applicants’ than
available frequencies. $o far as I am

aware, the manner in which available
frequencies will be rationed between

-appllcants’hae-.hot;~y~been.deter~-
- ed. The’ M~niste~:~a~ choose’ to’ho~d’a
publi~ In~ulr~ !dnder~art::X~ of the

"RadloCom Act. "~:~ ~:~C ~ =~ ,
- : : ~ : It "would ~ap~e~r"f~om ,a DOC Radio

- Frequency ~Management ,~Diylslon ~, p~per
that the MDS licences will bede facto
"service based" (whilst issued under
the Radlocom Act):

"The vast majority of MDS will be
required to nominally cover the
central business districts and
metropolitan areas of the cities
in which they are based.

The nominal MDS service area is
¯ deemed to include all reception

~.points !.whlch ::~ o~wlthln unob-
~struct~d radi6 ~Ine-df-sight
the MDS~ tran~mittlng" antenna .and
which are within a 50 km radius

of the transmitter site. Recep-
tion of the signal in all other
situations, including that inL

volvlng the use of a repeater, is
deemed to be fortuitous," (Tech-
nical Specifications and Planning
Criteria for Mnltlpolnt Distrlbu-
tion Services in the 2 GHz Band"
DOC 14 January 1987 p3).

Opposition Policy:

The dissenting reports of members
of the Senate Select Committee on
Television Equalisation reflect the
divergence of views on new transmis-
sion services. Senators Lewis (Liber-
al Party), Shell (Country Party) 
Pupllck (Liberal Party) recommended
that in conjunction with the operation
of the next genera~lo~ of Aussat
satellites (in 1992) the Government
license a complete range of DBS and
Pay-TV services and llft restrictions

on VAEIS services. Senators Pupllc

(LP) and Powell (Australian Democrats)
reco~ended that VAEIS services be
bought under the operation of the
Broadcastin$ Act. It a~pears from
recent policy statements by
Liberal Party spokesman on ~ommun~-
tions, Mr Julian Beale, that the
Liberal Party may adopt as party
policy proposals to amend the Broad-
castln~ Act to bring VAEIS services
within the Jurisdiction of that Act.
As ~t.the time of ~wrltlng-th~s.pap~r

-the~natU~ of.th%regulator~
-thatthe Liberal[.Party~would propose

=has not.-been announced. ~.~-

:.,It is dlffidult to avoid the con-
clusion reached by Leo Gray in a
recent paper to an Australian Co~uni-
cations Law Assoclaton Seminar on
V~IS aptly entitled "Satellite Video
Entertainment Se~ices - Is Our Law
Off the Planet too?":

"... we are maintaining two
completely different licensing

.regimes in. the Broadcastin~ Act
,:~ and the’Rad~ocommunicatlons Act, .~.

~2but.,the criteria which:~ivldes

broadcasting) is the product of a
past era. Fifty years ago it
made sense to classify services
broadly as either interpersonal
or intended for reception by the
general public. There was no
need for subtle gradations be-
tween those extremes because the
technology was not really used in
subtle ways. These days we are
seeing more and more services
which are not really intended for
the undefined general public, but
are not person-to-person either.
Our current legal structure is
directing our minds to the wrong
questions - instead of being
forced to decide whether the
service is or is not broadcast-
ing, we should simply be able to
concentrate on the rules that are
appropriate to that klnd of
structure."

The DOC has now stated its put-
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pose as being to promote "economic and
technological regulation to the mini-
mum extent necessary". The DOC’s
policy prescriptions for the new
narrowcast technologies are consistent
with that objective. Unfortunately
the legislative framework within which
it seeks to administer that policy is
proving an increasing clumsy instru-
ment. Self-regulatlon by service
providers may work. However, communi-
cations .legislation should be r~vlsed
"t~ensure thaf such .r~g~la~i~n ~ a~ is

",required has,the effective sa~%t~n of
":l~’~and publ~ ~accountability
.~here inappropriate , the .c,~s~e

.~a~h~nery of the Broadcastln~ Act.

~eter G. Leonard

LIFE AFTER THE FDU TELEVISION AND
FI~ ~ADIO REPORTS

PART 2

You will have gathered that I am
generally much happier wlth ~he
quality of the approach taken in the
FDU Radio Report although that . is
probably not the view of Janet Cameron
from the Federation -of Australian
Radio Broadcasters Wh0’~s Scheduled~to
address .you .ne~t,...The~.p~iat surely.

..is," how~v~r~ that Irrespectlve~’of

~grossly unfair~, to have :restructured..~
these two related -~nd~strles on .the

divergent
philosophtcgl, approaches" to what, ~in
any case,’has been a" shifting series
of emphases in Government policy.

One needs also, in the context of
television, to ask whether, the propos-
ed new ownership rules offer the
slightest prospect of enhancing the
qualitative diversity of program
choice in the way contemplated in the
FDU Radio Report. It has generally
been argued by the Government that the

..~d@velopme~t of new networks would
result in e~6Ebmies~’~’f" scale w~ich

grammlng. The evidence ~so far is to
the contrary: Falrfax has dumped a
group of Melbourne~based productions
in favour of relays of Sydney-made
equivalents. Premier Cain is unim-
pressed. I suspect the Minister is
tOO.

But there is here an even more
fundamental issue. Initially, the
restructuring of television was under-
taken withes view to providing addi-
tional services in regional Australia
to meet the Government’s first policy
priority of giving consumers a divers-
ity of choice. The proposed changes
to the ownership rules will, however,
have their impact ultimately upon all
free-~o-air commercial television
services. To that extent the Govern-
ment has an obligation to ensure that
genuine diversity of choice - and in
my view that must mean a qualitative

¯ diversity, of choice - is achieved
across all channels in all markets.
And I do not believe the FDU Tele-

vision Report and all that has flowed
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from it will achieve that result.
That is why I and a number of

others have been arguing so long, so
patiently and with quite exemplary
politeness, for serious consideration
to be given to the, creation of an
Australian co~me~cial television
narrowcaster, something along ~ the

lines of the British Channel Four, to
complement the existing commercial
sector and bring to it a fresh and
desperately ueeded additlonal growth
dynamic.,"

.We’know there ,is a frequ
maining, in-each, of the cities, we
know,: frgm the~’_su~b~Ission
Association of National"AdvertiSers’to

therRicha~son Co~i~ee tha~ th~is¯
co~mercialenthusiasm fo th~s~Cof
servi~e;~.we ~ know ~h~t the ~IOBA~ tax
shelter will b~ le~in$ in~e
increasingly as the personal tax
margins cone down and that something
will have to be done for the independ-
ent production sector; and, not least,
we know that private investors would
leap at such a proposal. The restruc-
tur£ng now going on will shape our
free-to-air media services until the
end of the century. It Would be a
national ~tragedy~f we were tO

""this option at this time. .~

thin~,’~has been in" c0smer~ia~::~adio

where the Government’s preference is
for new independents to provide the
additional regioual services. The
first cabs off the rank axe to be Gee-
loug, the Gold Coast, Gosford and
Shepparton and.there’s to be an an-
nouucement later this year on
Ipswich. In addition there are 10 new
servtce~ planned for 1988 and 10 more
for 1989. That is not to say there
won’t be continuing dispute over the
supplementary licensing and AH/F~
conversion issues, but at least the
whole process has not yet been bottle-
necked into a Senate Co~mittee
inquiry.

Lookiug over the equalisation
process I couldn’t help remarking, in
preparing this address, Just how
similarly rocky and subject to politi-
cal interveution has been the SBS’
road towards and then away from struc-
tural reform: an inquiry announced in
1983 and commitment to corporation

status and separate charter in Match

1986 abandoned four months later in.
the budget context In favour of amal-
gamation with the ABC. The amalgama-
tion is then choked off in the Senate,
s~nt off to another committee .and now,
a~areatly abando~e~ as ’ an~ option by
’the Goverument.’ "

That decision, of course, has the
¯ whiff of the ’~lection about it as,

¯ increasingly, will everything else.
Indeed, I don’t thluk- there’s much

~01nt sneaking tO this .genera ~I’ t~pic

~"Life After -~.the ~TDU ~,Repo~t.
adding the rider and ~ the. Federal

’ Election" ¯
-. - ..............................

of bow ordinary citizens’ ~ay-perceiv
the C~verament~s handling of the tele-
vision and prlut o~mership affair, the
private media interests directly
affected are likely to behave, In the
run up to this election, in ways which
they believe will advance or protect
their positions. This is particularly
the case since the legislation which
will set these changes in concrete is
not yet law. The lobbying and the
pressure will be intense and a whole
new ledger of poli~Ical, and . media.
creditors and debtors will be" creat-
ed. If the Government changes or
there is a shift in the numbers or the
balance of power in the Senate the
whole wretched thing could finish up
back in the melting pot.

Nevertheless, I am prepared to
hazard the following few guesses at
media llfe after the FDU Reports and
the election.

On ownership and control I think
the 75% audience cap with some cross-
media restrIctlons will survive and be
enacted. I also think it’s possible
some level of accommodation could be
reached with Fairfax over HSV-7 and
The Age.

A phased form of reglonal equal-
isatlon will probably go ahead but not
before the Opposition parties have had
their much postponed media policy
crisis. Fully competitive services in
aggregated markets will probably be
delayed but not averted. RTA may
still wring a few minor concessions
from the system

There is a possibility that a new
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television service could be establish-
ed or an existing one, possibly the
SBS, may be enhanced to deliver a wid-
er range of special interest programs
on a Channel Four or semi-commerclal
basis.

A secondary ~arket shakeout of
commercial TV network properties will
occur in ’the medium term with the
sellers sustaining some hefty losses.
That will be followed by the much more
serious business of stitching the more
profltable’reglonal-markets Into ~ the
network ownership. -~:.’,~-~. ~ ~:

Pay-TV on a DBS basis will follow
th~ ~laun~h Of :the.second generation of
AUSSAT :~telllte~ ~due °~tO :~start~,:in
1991,’ 0nly four -i years from : ao~
As~irlng aewplayers,looklng for~arge
profits here’ should study, the Canadian
ex~er~ence~carefully. , ..... :~

The development of new regional
radio services will proceed success-
fully and applications for additional
new metropolitan FM licences could be
called, possibly within the llfe of
the next Parliament.

The publlcly-funded broadcasting
sector will be submitted to an inquiry
similar to that Into the funding of
the BBC in the United Kingdom carried
out by Professor Alan Peacock and his
co~mlttee. The Australian inquiry
will reach very similar conclusions.
Significant changes to the role,

structure and financing of the ABC and
SBS, if it still functioning as now,
will be recommended. But action will
then be postponed until after the next
election.

There is, of course, a much wider
cultural questiou which, it seems to
me, all ~ too few ~people bother to ask

in the:Context of~’/Life after the FDU
-Reports -, after the Electlon".~. It is,
quite-simply this:~::will the programs
on all these seryice~ be any better 9r

:more ~iv@rse.?

ante of the evidence, I am not per-
suaded that they ~i~..f~l ~ ~y~e~f
increasingly tending to the view Of a

=very.~oe~i~r : me~be~ ~f:~p~se~t
Federal Cabinet who .sulfated ,to me
only a matter of weeks ago that Aust-
rallans are; by,.~and, large,
spirited people". That is not a kind
assessment so close to the celebration
of our Bicentennial. But, in the
priorities which we appear to have

established for ourselves in the re-
structuring and administration of our
media - those mercurial cultural
mlrrors of the post-lndustrlal state
I regret to say that I belleve the
chances are high that that assessment
will be proved to be true.

Evans



The new Communications And Media
Law Association has been formed from
the merger of the Australian Communi-
cations Law Association and ~he Media
Law As~oclatlon so that the new group
will be able .to Offer members a wider

range of, services an~ activities.

These will include: , ....

¯ subscr_.Ipt_i6n to the Communications
Law Bulletin;

lunchtime and evening seminars on
communications law and policy Issu-
es;

conferences on law relating to
broadcasting, print media and other
communications services and devel-
opments;

information about natfonal and
international conferences on com-
muntcatlons law;

¯ seminars for practitioners . on
of-media and comm.~a~qnsaspects

law practice.

Mem~er~ of both the ’Australian
Co~unlcatlons Law Association and the
Media ¯ Law Association will become
members of-the new organi~atlun. The
new Association Is also actively
encouraging new members interested in
the growing field of communications
law and policy.

New membership rates are:

Members - $40.00 per year
Students - $20.00 per year

MEMBERSHIP FORM

A~Idress:

Organtsation:

Please find enclosed my cheque for
$ .00 for my membership of the
Communications And Media Law Associa-
tion.

Po~t to : ACLA
PO Box K541

¯
HAY~AI~KI~F NSW 2000
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